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The theories involving extra dimensions beyond the usual spacetime provide a 
unique way to understand both the usual SM interactions such as the weak, 
electromagnetic, and strong as well as the gravitational interaction in a unified way. Six 
such extra spacelike dimensions are also required in superstring theory, currently the 
most promising candidate to understand all interactions. The sizes of these extra 
dimensions can be anywhere between 10-32m to sub-millimeter, depending on the specific 
scenario. One unique prediction of these theories is the existence of the Kaluza-Klein 
(KK) excitations of any particle that propagates into these extra compact dimensions. 
The phenomenological implications of these models have been at the forefront of current 
research since the proposal of Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and Dvali (ADD) regarding 
the viability of the existence of such large extra compact dimensions. 
This research was conducted to explore the potential for discovering Kaluza-Klein 
(KK) excitations of Standard Model (SM) fields at high-energy colliders such as the 
FermiLab Tevatron and the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Two scenarios investigated 
include the universal extra dimensions (UED) and fermi-phobic models. Specific 
objectives of this analysis included (a) characterization of possible final state 
combinations that arise from collider processes involving exchanges or direct production 
of KK excitations, (b) calculation of the cross sections for KK processes relative to SM 
background, ( c) determination of the prospects of discovering KK excitations, and ( d) 
placement of constraints on the sizes of extra dimensfons propagated by SM fields in the 
lll 
event that any KK signal remains undetected. The results presented in this thesis will be 
very useful in looking for the signals of the existence of these extra dimensions, 
potentially leading to their discovery. 
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f fermion; spin one-half particle; lepton or quark. 
l electrically charged lepton; one of three generations (electron, muon, and tau); 
interacts with the photon and weak gauge bosons. 
v electrically neutral lepton; one of three generations ( electron, muon, and tau 
neutrino); interacts with the weak gauge bosons; with corresponding lepton, forms 
SU(2)L doublet; extremely light, originally thought to be massless. 
q quark; one of six varieties, also in three generations (up, down; charm, strange; 
top, bottom) - three left-handed doublets and six right-handed singlets; carries 
:fractional electric charge; bound together in hadrons (baryons and mesons); 
interacts with gluons, photons, and the weak gauge bosons; with a - = antiquark. 
e electron; e + is the positron (anti-electron). 
µ muon; very much like the electron, but heavier. 
1: tau lepton; very much like the muon, but heavier. 
Ve electron neutrino. 
Vµ muon neutrino. 
Vi: tau neutrino. 
u up quark; electric charge +2/3; lightest quark. 
d down quark; electric charge -1/3; slightly heavier than the u. 
c charm quark; electric charge +2/3; heavier than the s, but lighter than the b. 
s strange quark; electric charge -1/3; heavier than the d, but lighter than the c. 
t top quark; electric charge +2/3; heaviest known quark. 
b bottom quark; electric charge -1/3; lighter than the t. 
XI 
Gauge Bosons 
X,Y spin one gauge boson; represents one of the following gauge bosons. 
g gluon; mediator of the strong interaction among quarks, gluons and quarks carry 
( strong) color charge (gluons come in one of eight colors, while quarks come in 
one of three colors); massless. 
y photon; mediator of the electromagnetic interaction among electrically charged 
objects; massless. 
W W boson; electric charge minus or plus one; mediates the weak interaction among 
quarks or leptons; very massive. 
Z Z boson; electrically neutral; mediates the weak interaction among quarks or 
leptons; very massive. 
Units 
c c = 1 speed of light in vacuum is set equal to one in these units; length and time 
are set on an equal footing. 
h-bar h-bar = 1 Planck's constant is set (in the usual 3+ 1 dimensions) is set equal to 
one in these units; length and mass are set on an equal footing. 
Ge V Giga electron volt; 109 electron volts; typical unit of mass or decay rate. 
pb pico barn; 10-12 barns = 10-36 cm2; typical unit of cross section. 
Kaluza-Klein Excitations 
* gauge boson Kaluza-Klein excitation ( e.g. Z*). 
• fermion Kaluza-Klein excitation for same chirality as the corresponding SM 
fermion ( e.g. u•); applicable only to the universal scenario. 
0 fermion Kaluza-Klein excitation for opposite chirality as the corresponding SM 
fermion (e.g. e0 ); applicable only to the universal scenario. 
N,n mode of the Kaluza-Klein excitation ( e.g. gn •). 
Abbreviations 
ADD Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and Dvali (specific model with extra dimensions) 
EW Electroweak ( electromagnetic plus weak interactions) 
XII 
KK Kaluza-Klein (feature of theories with compact extra dimensions) 
LEP high-energy e + e- collider (finished data, turning into the LHC) 
LEP2 Run 2 at LEP (the second data run) 
LHC . Large Hadron Collider (high-energy collider to be running in a few years) 
QCD Quantum Chromodynamics (SU(3) QED analog of the strong ineraction among 
gluons and quarks) 
QED Quantum Electrodyanmics (theory of the interactions the photon has with 
electrically charged objects) 
SM Standard Model ( conventionally accepted model of particle interactions) 
SUSY Supersymmetry 
UED Universal Extra Dimensions (specific model with extra dimensions) 
VEV vacuum expectation value (as in the Higgs VEV) 
Symbols 
a electromagnetic coupling or fine structure. 
as strong coupling. 
a color index. 
abed a, b, c, and dare also used to represent parton-level processes (ab~ cd). 
A supersymmetric Higgs field. 
Aµ electromagnetic gauge field; (Lorentz contracts with Aµ). 
Aµa QCD gauge field; (Lorentz contracts with A/). 
b color index. 
Bµ gauge field with Lorentz index m. 
c color index. 
Cµ gauge field with Lorentz index m. 
Xlll 
en factors in the effective propagator. 
cos trigonometric cosine function. 
8µv Kronecker delta. 
8(y) delta function evaluated at y. 
D propagator; (with eff, effective propagator). 
D right-handed (in the SM) down-type quark multiplet. 
D effective propagator when modulus-squared of propagator is used. 
0 dimension (as in usual 40). 
03 03-brane; the SM wall. 
03+N higher-dimensional brane. 
Dµ covariant derivative with respect to µ. 
E element of(in set notation). 
sµv gauge boson polarization state. 
E right-handed (in the SM) charged lepton multiplet. 
eff effective (as in Deff"). 




qi phi; extra dimension polar angle. 
<I> phi; azimuthal angle for experimental cuts. 
<ti/ massive spin-0 particles. 
/aJA parton distribution. 
XIV 
/ 
.· _ _,/ 
/be structure constant. 
F form factor. 
pv electromagnetic field strength tensor; (Lorentz contracts with Fµv). 
pva gluon field strength tensor; (Lorentz contracts with F µv a). 
Fig. Figure. 
Ys anti-commuting matrix formed out of the Dirac gamma matrices; the gamma 
matrix used in SD Lorentz contractions involving ,f1. 
yµ 4D Dirac gamma matrices_ 
r decay rate, or width. 
G prefix for 109 ( as in Ge V). 
g strong coupling, coupling. 
gs SD strong coupling, SD coupling. 
~v metric tensor. 
Ga KK mode a of the graviton. 
Gk KK excitation of graviton corresponding to mode k. 
Tl pseudorapidity. 
Y\µ arbitrary four-momentum vector. 
H the Higgs boson; responsible for particle masses. 
i index. 
i imaginary number. 
i.e. that is. 
j index. 
j subprocess label. 
K a gravitational parameter. 
xv 
r 
k'1' momentum with Lorentz index µ. 
ky mode of the KK. graviton field along they direction. 
"A Higgs couplings. 
A vertex factor. 
ln natural logarithm. 
L left. 
L left-handed (in the SM) lepton multiplet. 
L Lagrangian density. 
L parton luminosity. 
I mode I for a Kaluza-Klein excitation; ( or lepton - see particles). 
µ Lorentz index; 0 for time, 1 for x1, 2 for x2, 3 for x3 . 
m mode m for a Kaluza-Klein excitation. 
M amplitude. 
M,m compactification scale. 
M,m mass (as in me or mn). 
max maximum. 
mg mass of the graviton. 
min nnmmum. 
mm millimeter; 10-3 meters. 
my contribution of they dimension to the graviton mass. 
M 5D Lorentz index; 4 for extra dimensiony. 
MD fundamental Planck scale (in extra dimensions). 
Mp usual (3+ 1 )-dimensional Planck scale. 
XVI 
n Lorentz index; 0 for time, 1 for x1, 2 for X2, 3 for X3. 
n mode n for a Kaluza-Klein excitation. 
ni mode i for a Kaluza-Klein excitation. 
N 5D Lorentz index; 4 for extra dimensiony. 
N,n number of extra dimensions. 
N right-handed (in the SM) neutrino multiplet. 
N7M an N7M process has N initial and M final states. 
1t pi; ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter. 
p prefix for 10·12 (as in pb). 
p proton. 
p momentum; (with a/ represents contraction with a Dirac gamma matrix). 
pr transverse momentum. 
pµ momentum with Lorentz index µ. 
PL.R left- and right-handed projection operators. 
prod production. 
8 theta; polar angle for experimental cuts. 
Q scale. 
Q left-handed (in the SM) quark multiplet. 
p p-parameter; important in electroweak precision measurements. 
R right. 
R,r radius of the extra compact dimension (r in the fermi-phobic case, R in the 
universal case, also r for gravity in the fat-brane scenario). 
R ratio of cross sections. 
Ref Reference. 
XVII 
cr cross section. 
cr spins (used in the context of polarization summations). 
s direct-channel Mandelstam variable;(" represents subprocess). 
S a statistical factor. 
S1 circle; (as in S1/Z2). 
sm trigonometric sine function. 
SU(2) special unitary gauge group; (also describes spinor rotations). 
SU(3) special unitary gauge group; describes QCD. 
t relative factor between the process and subprocess energies. 
ti generators of SU(2). 
t Cross-channel Mandelstam variable; (A represents subprocess). 
T prefix for 1012 (as in TeV). 
T1 generators of SU(3). 
tot total. 
u cross-channel Mandelstam variable;(" represents subprocess). 
ui fermion external line (Feynman rule). 
U right-handed (in the SM) up-type quark multiplet. . 
U(l) elementary unitary gauge group. 
v one of the Mandelstam s, t, u variables.· 
vi anti-fermion external line (Feynman rule). 
Vpa u tensors. 
co a gravitational parameter. 
0. dimensionless solid angle. 
xvm 
w one of the Mandelstam s, t, u variables. 
3M covariant derivative with respect to M when field propagates in the bulk. 
x a coordinate. 
Xa momentum fraction. 
Xa gravitational coordinate (a refers to all extra dimensions). 
Xi usual Cartesian coordinates. 
xy argument of the form factor for the fat brane scenario. 
x2 gravitational coordinate exclusive to gravity. 
y extra dimension coordinate. 
y rapidity. 
yr year. 
z cosine of the azimuthal angle. 
z extra dimension coordinate exclusive to gravity. 
Z2 in S 1 /Z2, a compactification orbifold. 
Z' additional Z bosons studied in Z' physics. 
8 partial derivative operator. 




Anti- as in anti-particle (as in anti-up or anti-fermion); bar appears the symbol for 
the particle. 
represents a distinct quark flavor (when following a quark q). 
represents the subtraction of mn 2 from a Mandelstam variable. 
complex conjugation. 









on the order of 
represents the subtraction of 4 mn 2 from a Mandelstam variable. 
missing (as in missing energy). 
represents the contraction of momentum and the Dirac gamma matrices (when 
striked through a momentum variable). 
set ( consists of elements enclosed). 
multiplet (consists of fields enclosed). 
modulus-square ( of enclosure). 
differentiation of label 1 with respect to label 2. 
continuing in the same sequence. 




Background, Historical Perspective, and Motivations 
Background 
Usual Dimensions. Everyday experience suggests the presence of three dimensions 
of space and one dimension of time. That is, observable objects appear to be con-
fined to motion along three Euclidean spatial directions. Any theory that consists of 
extra spatial dimensions must not permit the motion of matter to contradict these 
notions. Furthermore, the laws of physics, such as Newton's inverse-square law for the 
interaction of massive objects and Maxwell's equations governing the electromagnetic 
interaction of charged particles, must not be changed at measurable scales. 
Extra Dimensions. These obvious constraints on model building restrict the na-
ture of any extra spatial dimensions. The free propagation of particles into Euclidean 
extra dimensions presents immf;diate problems. First, macroscopic matter composed 
of the lightest generation of Standard Model (SM) particlest would no longer be con-
fined to the three usual Cartesian directions. An apparent consequence would be 
the ease with which a prisoner could escape from a 3D prison cell. Secondly, gravi-
tons, which mediate the interactions between massive objects, propagating in extra 
Euclidean dimensions would give rise to a drastically altered form of Newton's law. 
tThe lightest generation fermions include the electron, the electron neutrino, the up quark, and 
the down quark. Macroscopic matter is comprised mainly of protons, neutrons, and electrons, in 
which the up and down type quarks are bound together inside the protons and neutrons. 
1 
Similarly, photons, which mediate the electromagnetic interactions, would drastically 
alter Coulomb's law. 
There are a few simple ways around these problems. One obvious answer is 
to forbid particles from propagating in the direction of any extra dimensions, but 
this is not easily motivated nor is it physically interesting unless some particles -
perhaps heavier, quickly-decaying particles - see the extra dimensions, in which case 
they must comply with the aforementioned constraints. The popular resolution is to 
choose compact dimensions, such as those naturally described by toroidal or spherical 
coordinates, with a sufficiently small radius. The restriction on the size of the radii 
prevents macroscopic motion into perceptible distances in the direction of the extra 
dimensions. Finally, it is possible to include a binding factor to govern the probability 
that particles will penetrate into extra dimensions. In this manner, observable objects 
can move along Cartesian coordinates, but not stray from the usual three-dimensional 
wall with significant likelihood. 
Historical Perspective 
Unification. Kaluza implemented the idea of extra dimensions with the hope of 
unifying two fundamental forces of nature - gravity and electromagnetism. This 
idea was appealing to Einstein, who also possessed aspirations of demonstrating that 
quantum physics was merely an effective (3 + 1)-dimensional theory that stemmed 
from a classical theory in higher dimensions. However, the results of their theoretical 
pursuits led to predictions that were in obvious disagreement with the known universe. 
Popular present-day models with extra dimensions i,ncorporate quantum mechanics 
2 
in the full higher-dimensional theory. 
Superstring Theory. Superstring theories predict six extra dimensions. This was 
one of the initial problems in the development of string theory. It was later realized 
that if these extra dimensions were compact that their sizes would be immeasurably 
small because the scale of string theory is naturally on the order of the Planck scale (-
1019 GeV). However, Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, and Dvali (ADD) have shown, in 
the past few years, that it may be phenomenologically viable for such· ~xtra dimensions 
to be much larger - perhaps as large as sub-millimeter. 
Motivations 
Theoretical Aspects. It is possible to construct higher-dimensional theories by 
straightforward generalization of the usual (3 + 1)-dimensional Lagrangian. New 
physics theories involving extra dimensions may explain theoretical problems. For 
example, it may be possible to explain why there appear to be three light generations 
of SM particles or why the masses of SM particles range from very light neutrinos 
(much lighter than the electron) to the very heavy top quark (174 GeV). 
Superstring theory is among the best available candidates for unifying the funda-
mental forces of nature, including gravity, and offers prospects for other aesthetically 
pleasing solutions to current theoretical problems. Therefore, any features inherent 
in superstring theory, such as the prediction of six extra dimensions, are very well 
motivated for phenomenological studies. A general string-inspired model features six 
extra dimensions, where·gravitons can propagate into all of the extra dimensions. A 
superstring-inspired model also incorporates supersymmetry. 
3 
Supersymmetry is a symmetry between bosons and fermions, and is arguably the 
most promising extension of the standard theory of particle interactions. One benefit 
of supersymmetric theories is that it is not necessary to fine-tune parameters at each 
order in perturbation theory. Supersymmetry also permits the combination of the 
gravity and particle spectrum, gives rise to quantum field theories that are finite to all 
orders in perturbation theory, and as a local gauge symmetry becomes supergravity. 
However, supergravity is not finite, but this can be resolved by extending further to 
superstring theory. 
Large Extra Dimensions ADD proposed, in the last few years, that the extra 
dimensions predicted by string and superstring theories may be much larger than the 
traditional Planck scale (,..., 10-33 cm). They demonstrated that large extra compact 
dimensions may solve the hierarchy problem: The fundamental Planck scale may be 
on the order of the electroweak ~cale, such that there is in fact only one fundamental 
scale for interactions, and not on the traditional (3 + 1)-dimensional Planck scale. 
Phenomenological Aspects. Models with extra dimensions can provide testable 
predictions, whereby extra dimensions may be discovered or bounds can be placed on 
their radii. Furthermore, it is possible that extensions of current theories that include 
extra dimensions may be able to explain various experimental discrepancies. While 
the agreement between theory and experiment is overwhelming in most cases in the 
SM, there are a few discrepancies on the order of one standard deviation or more ( this 
is typical with b-quark asymmetry measurements). An extension of the SM involving 
extra dimensions that does not significantly affect results that are in agreement, but 
does improve the agreement of other measurements would be phenomenologically 
4 
interesting. 
Experimental Aspects. The phenomenology of theories with extra dimensions 
may be physically accessible to near-future experiments. The original ADD model 
·-- , ........ ~
with two extra compact dimensions of the same radius propagated only by gravity 
------------------------"' 
predicts a radius in the sub-millimeter regime, which is just beyond the reach of 
~~~~~~' ~~~~~~
present experimental tests of Newton's law of gravity. If SM fields propagate in the 
bulk - the extra dimensions - and the fundamental Planck scale and electroweak scale 
are each on the order of a Te V, as ADD proposed for solving the hierarchy problem 
(that the two fundamental scales, the electroweak and Planck scales, which are vastly 
different in 3 + 1 dimensions, might both be on the order of a single scale, which 
is the electroweak scale), then the Kaluza-Klein (KK) excitations of these fields are 
just beyond the limits of current colliders. Several experimental groups attempting to 
improve the sensitivity of gravitation tests of Newton's law, and future colliders such 
as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the next generation linear colliders may be 
on the verge of discovering extra dimensions. If not, then the constraints on the sizes 
of extra dimensions will be significantly heightened. 
Experimental Searches 
N on-Collider Searches 
Test's of Newton's Law. Newton's law of gravity has been tested from astronom-
ical scales to the sub-millimeter regime. There is much experimental difficulty in 
measuring the power of Newton's law at short distance scales. For example, iso-
lating the gravitational interaction between two objects a short distance apart from 
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electrostatic forces is an inherent problem. The best constraints stem from tabletop 
rotational experiments, Casimir force measurements, and van der Waals interaction 
experiments. 
Astrophysics and Cosmology. Stringent constraints on the nature of extra di-
mensions also arise from astrophysical and cosmological observations. Supernovae 
reactions, in particular data from SN1987 A, offer the best astrophysical constraints. 
For every SM reaction, there are analogous reactions involving the exchanges of KK 
fields, which enhance the predicted signal. The sizes of extra dimensions must not be 
too large or this prediction will not agree with experimental observations. Cosmo-
logical observations place constraints on new physics based on alterations that would 
be made in the physics of the early universe. For example, stable KK excitations of 
various fields may result in an abundance of exotic particles that are not observed in 
the known universe. 
Collider Searches 
Indirect Effects. If any of the SM fields are confined to the usual ( 3+ 1 )-dimensional 
wall, there will be manifest violation of KK number conservation that will permit co-
pious tree-level exchanges of KK excitations. In the original ADD model, this includes 
only the exchanges of gravitons. If the SM electroweak (EW) gauge fields also prop-
agate in the bulk there will be larger effects from the exchanges of KK EW gauge 
bosons and there may also be tree-level corrections to the p-parameter. Among the 
best experimental data for indirect effects are EW precision measurements. These 
KK exchanges will reduce, or in some instances enhance, the SM production rate for 
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two SM fields colliding and producing SM final states. The sizes of extra dimensions 
play an integral role in the size of this reduction or enhancement, enabling bounds to 
be placed on their sizes. 
Direct Production. If the collider energy is high enough compared to the scale of 
the KK excitations, it may be possible to directly produce KK excitations at near-
future colliders. Depending on the model, this may include the direct production of 
a tower of KK gravitons, or the direct production of the lowest-lying KK excitations 
of various SM fields. These KK excitations are generally favored by cosmological 
considerations to decay very rapidly into SM fields. This results in an enhancement 
of the production rates for any combination of SM fields that is normally produced. 
"---.....__ It may also be possible to reconstruct the mass of the decaying KK excitation to 
establish the sizes of the extra dimensions. 
Model-Building 
Generic Features 
Propagation. Conventional phenomenological models are string-inspired and there-
fore feature up to six extra compact dimensions. Gravity propagates in all of the extra 
dimensions. All extra dimensions are smaller than a millimeter in radius. Other fields 
may or may not propagate in one or more extra dimensions. They also employ the 
motivation of ADD for solving the hierarchy problem, which places the radii of any 
extra dimensions seen by SM fields on the order of an inverse-Te V, otherwise their 
KK excitations would have already been detected at high-energy colliders. 
Kaluza-Klein Excitations. Fields propagating in compact dimensions naturally 
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have associated with them a tower of KK excitations arising from the imposed bound-
ary conditions. The masses of the various KK modes differ by multiples of the com-
pactification scale. Thus, the mass of the lowest-lying KK excitation of the graviton 
is 10 Me V or less, while the mass of the lowest-lying KK excitation of a SM field 
propagating in the bulk is on the order of a Te V. The zero modes are the usual SM 
fields and the graviton. 
Models 
ADD Model. Only the gravitons propagate into the extra compact dimensions in 
the class of models based on the approach of ADD [1], where the compactification is 
symmetric - i.e., all of the N extra dimensions have the same compactification radius 
R. The fundamental Planck scale Mv is much smaller than the four-dimensional 
Planck scale Mp [2), which are related by 
M2 -MN+2RN p- D . (1) 
Any SM fields that propagate into the bulk would have KK excitations with masses 
at the 10 MeV scale or less. The non-observation of such states up to about a TeV 
implies, in this class of models, that all of the SM fields are confined to the usual 
SM D3 brane. Hence, the only source of new contributions to collider processes arises 
from the KK excitations of the graviton. Although the contributions of individual 
KK modes, with· (3 + l)D gravitational strength, to collider processes is extremely 
small, a very large number of such modes contribute in a TeV-scale collider process 
because the compactification scaleµ is so small (µ"' mm-1 "' 10-3 eV). The net KK 
effect can cause a significant deviation from the SM production rates. Bounds on the 
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fundamental Planck scale from analyses of various collider processes are typically on 
the order of a TeV [3, 4] for these symmetric compactification models. 
Fermi-Phobic Model. One way to permit some or all of the SM fields to propa-
gate into the bulk is to relax the constraint that the extra compact dimensions be 
symmetric. Let us first consider the case where only the SM gauge bosons propagate 
into the bulk. As an example, it is possible to devise a model with asymmetrical com-
pactification with five Te v-1-size extra compact dimensions and one mm-size extra 
dimension, where the SM gauge bosons (and perhaps the Higgs boson) propagate into 
one of the TeV-1-size dimensions. It was shown in Ref. [5] that this model satisfies 
all of the current astrophysical and cosmological constraints [6]. These asymmetric 
scenarios have a more direct effect in high-energy collider processes. Originating with 
the suggestion by Antoniadis [7], some of the studies that have been done for the 
collider phenomenology of the scenario in which the SM gauge bosons can propa-
gate into the bulk, but where the SM fermions can not [8], include: the effects on 
EW precision measurements [9], Drell-Yan processes in hadronic colliders [10], µ+µ-
pair production in electron-positron colliders [10], EW processes in very high-energy 
electron-positron colliders [11], and multijet production in very high-energy hadronic 
colliders [12]. The typical bound on the compactification scale is 1-2 TeV. 
Universal Model. The universal extra dimensions (UED) model, where all of the 
SM fields propagate into one or more extra c~mpact dimensions, may intuitively seem 
more natural than selectively confining SM fields to the usual SM D3 brane. This 
scenario may be thought of as a generalization of the usual SM wall to a D3+N brane, 
where N represents the number of extra compact dimensions into which the SM 
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fields propagate. In this universal model of Appelquist, Cheng, and Dobrescu [13], 
KK number conservation governs all of the couplings involving KK excitations. In 
particular, each such vertex involves at least two KK excitations. At the tree-level, 
then, KK effects can not manifest themselves indirectly at colliders, and direct pro-
duction is only possible in pairs of KK states. Although KK number conservation is 
broken at the one-loop level, the lowest-lying KK excitations of the light fermions and 
the massless gauge bosons do not decay to the SM zero-modes at any order without 
a special mechanism to support this decay. Thus, the lowest-lying KK excitations 
of the light fermions and the massless gauge bosons may be completely stable. Pos-
sible decay mechanisms have been proposed in the literature [13, 14, 15). Collider 
bounds for this universal scenario are comparatively light: The current mass bound 
[13, 15, 16) for the first KK excited modes is relatively low (rv 350-400 GeV). 
Additional Models. It is possible to construct a variety of models in the process 
of selecting which fields to confine to the SM wall. The possibilities include: The 
leptophobic model, in which only the quarks and gauge bosons propagate in the bulk; 
the leptophilic model, where only the leptons and gauge bosons propagate in the 
bulk; the chromophobic model, in which only the quarks and gluons propagate in the 
bulk; the chromophilic model, where the quarks and gluons are confined to the SM 
wall; a scenario where the gluons propagate in one extra dimension of a given size, 
the EW gauge bosons and leptons propagate in another extra dimension of a given 
size, and the quarks propagate in both extra dimensions/and models where different 
particles are localized at different points along the extra dimensions. In analogy with 
Z' physics, if a significant discrepancy between a measurement and a SM prediction 
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results in a near-future collider experiment, some of these models may be analyzed 
with attempts to explain such a discrepancy without disturbing the vast realm of 
data for which experiment and SM predictions are in overwhelming agreement. 
Overview 
General Remarks 
Model Dependence. The low-energy phenomenology of superstring-inspired mod-
els with large extra compact dimensions depends on the mechanism of new physics by 
which the SM fields are constrained, if at all, to motion in the usual D3 brane of the 
usual three spatial dimensions. It might naively be speculated that as more SM fields 
are free to propagate into the bulk, then the collider bounds on the compactification 
scale would significantly strengthen. A non-universal model where the gauge bosons 
propagate into the bulk, but the fermions are confined to the usual SM D3 brane, 
for example, does produce more stringent collider bounds than a model where all of 
the SM fields are confined to the D3 brane. However, scenarios with universal extra 
dimensions, in which all of the SM fields propagate into the bulk, have much weaker 
collider bounds. 
Kaluza-Klein Number. This is due to tree-level KK number conservation, which 
dictates that colliding SM initial states cannot produce single KK excitations and 
also forbids tree-level indirect collider effects. In the non-universal scenarios, the SM 
fields that are confined to the D3 brane appear in the Lagrangian with delta functions, 
thereby permitting couplings that violate KK number conservation. 
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Specifics 
Considerations. Two phenomenological string-inspired models with extra dimen-
sions are analyzed in detail. This includes the fermi-phobic model and the UED 
model. The SM fields that are not confined to the wall are assumed to all propagate 
into one and the same extra compact dimension. The effects of the KK excitations 
of the graviton are neglected because the dominant effects are due to the KK exci-
tations of the SM fields (except in the fat-brane mechanism for the decays of UED 
fields, in which case the KK gravitons play a crucial role in the decay processes). 
When any SM fields cannot propagate along a particular extra compact dimension, 
it is assumed that all of these fields are localized at the same position along that 
compact dimension. These analyses are performed at the tree-level (leading order). 
Constraints on the size of the extra dimensions are placed for each scenario based on 
predictions for the production rates of various final state pairs relative to the relevant 
SM background. 
Fermi-Phobic Scenario. As in the scenario proposed in Ref. [5], only the SM 
gauge bosons (and perhaps the Higgs boson) propagate into one of the TeV-1-size 
extra dimensions. t The best' discovery prospects for KK excitations arise from the 
effects that the KK excitations of the gluons have on multijet production at the LHC. 
At the LHC energy, substantial deviations from the SM predictions are found for dijet 
final states up to a compactification scale of about 7 Te V; whereas for the Tevatron, 
the KK contribution only exceeds the SM background for small compactification 
+However, these results apply to any compactified string model in which the gluons propagate 
into one such extra dimension. 
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scales (;S 2.0 TeV). For the direct production of a g* on-shell at the LHC, which 
subsequently decays into q-ij_ pairs, the effect is not as pronounced as the dijet case, 
but is still significant. The contribution of the production of two on-shell g*'s is much 
less significant. 
Also investigated are the effects that the KK excitations of the EW gauge bosons 
have on various e+e- collider processes. These effects are the modifications to the 
SM cross sections which arise from the exchanges of KK excitations of the EW gauge 
bosons. Included in are dijet production, associated Higgs production, single photon 
production, muon pair production, and Bhabha scattering. Although the compactifi-
cation scale must be quite small (;S 2 Te V) for a 6% effect to be observed at the LEP2 
energies, substantial deviations are found from the SM cross sections for a future col-
lider with running at a collider energy of 600 GeV (e.g., a compactification scale of 
3.5 TeV produces an effect of 20% for muon pair, dijet, and Higgs production), and 
an even greater effect is predicted at higher energies. 
UED Scenario. A detailed study is made of the collider implications of the uni-
versal scenario, in which all of the SM fields propagate into one TeV-1-size extra 
compact dimension. The dominant constraints on the size of the extra dimension 
stem from QCD effects at proton-proton collisions at the Tevatron and prospective 
proton-antiproton collisions at the LHC. The effects that these KK excitations have on 
the cross sections are calculated for the pair production of KK excitations of the glu-
ons, g~, and two distinct KK quark towers, q: and q:, in proton-antiproton collisions. 
The signatures of these KK excitations depend on the stability of the lowest-lying 
KK excitations of the light quarks and gluons. The Tevatron Run I mass bound for 
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KK quark and gluon final states is about 350-400 GeV, while Run II can push this 
limit up to 450-550 Ge V, depending on the luminosity. The LHC can probe much 
further: The LHC will either discover UED KK excitations of the quarks and gluons 
or extend the mass limit to about 3 TeV. 
In addition to QCD effects, there are EW effects from the KK excitations. Because 
KK excitations must be pair-produced and can not simply contribute to EW processes 
via virtual exchanges, tree-level effects will be difficult to detect at near-future e+e-
colliders. Indeed, the recent LEP2 energy was about half the current' bound on the 
mass of the lowest-lying KK excitation. Eventually, LEP-type colliders may be up 
and running that will have the potential to directly produce UED KK excitations, 
but until such time EW effects will be predominant at high-energy hadronic colliders 
such as the LHC. The LHC can probe 2-3 times further for QCD effects than EW 
effects, but the EW signal is much cleaner, especially when there are no final state 
jets. These results are therefore significant for potentially offering support if QCD 
measurements detect hints of universal extra dimensions, and may stand out better 






Similarities. The procedure for o~taining the effective 4D theory is the same in 
the fermi-phobic and universal models. The interactions among gauge bosons are 
also identical in the two scenarios, as are the gauge boson propagators, gauge boson 
masses, and summation over polarizations. Similarly, the KK towers of the gauge 
bosons are identical in the two models. 
Distinguishing Features. In the UED model, KK number is conserved in all in-
teractions. However, in the fermi-phobic model, the SM wall can absorb unbalanced 
5D momentum in interactions involving fermions, permitting a KK vertex with two 
fermions coupling to a single gauge boson. This provides a natural decay mechanism 
for the KK excitations that is not available in the UED scenario. 
7 Also, in the UED scenario, there are two towers of KK fermions corresponding 
to each SM fermion, while in either scenario there is just one tower of KK gauge 
~1 
bosons corresponding to each SM gauge bo8?n. This can be attributed to different 
multiplet structure corresponding to a theory with an odd versus an even number of 
dimensions. In the usual 4D SM, each 4D fermion state is a two-component Weyl 




Procedure. The interest lies in tree-level parton subprocesses involving the ex-
changes or direct production (or both) of KK excitations of gauge bosons. The start-
ing point is the generalization of the 4D SM Lagrangian density to the 5D Lagrangian 
density. The 5D fields can be Fourier expanded in terms of the extra dimension. In-
tegration over the fifth dimension then yields the effective 4D Lagrangian density, 
which includes the usual 4D SM Lagrangian density plus terms involving the KK 
excitations of the SM gauge fields. 
Feynman Rules. These KK terms dictate the possible couplings that the KK 
excitations can have both with each other and with the SM fields, and provide the 
Feynman rules for these vertices as well as the KK propagators. Because the form 
of the KK terms that results in the effective 4D Lagrangian density is identical to 
the form of the SM terms, the Feynman rules for the allowed KK interactions are 
proportional to the corresponding SM interactions. Similarly, the Feynman rules for 
the KK propagators and summation over KK gauge boson polarizations are the same 
as in the SM apart from the difference in mass. 
Fermi-Phobic Model 
QCD Interactions 
Five Dimensions. In the model under consideration, the SM gauge bosons can 
propagate into one large extra compact dimension. The terms in the 5D Lagrangian 
density relevant to the QCD interactions are (1) the terms involving the contraction 
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5D indices M, NE {O, 1, ... , 4}, where g5 is the 5D strong coupling and a,b,c are the .r 
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usual gluon color indices; and (2) the terms involving the quark fields, which contain 
a delta function to constrain the SM fermions to the D3 brane: 
(2) 
Here, Dµ is the usual 4D covariant derivative, µ,v are the usual 4D spacetime indices, 
and the compactified extra dimension coordinate y is related to the radius of the extra 
dimension r by y = r<j). 
Compactification. Compactification on a S 1 /Z2 orbifold with the orbifold sym-
metry y - -y ( a circle with the identification that the point on the other side of 
y = 0 has the same value) is considered such that A~(x, -y) = A~(x, y), and the 
gauge choice A:Hx, y) = 0 is imposed. This is the unitary gauge. The 5D gluon field 
A~(x, y) can then be Fourier expanded in terms of the compactified dimension y as 
A;(x, y) ~ ·~ [A;'..o(x) + t, A;.(x) cos(ru/>)] , (3) 
where the normalization of A0(x) is one-half that of A~(x). When the 5D Lagrangian 
density is integrated over the extra dimension y, this sum represents a tower of KK 
excitations A~n(x) of the gluon field. The n = 0 mode gluon is identified with the 
observed massless gluon of the SM, denoted by g, while then > 0 KK modes, denoted 
by g:, have masses mn = nµ whereµ is the compactification scale (1/r). It will prove 
convenient to refer to the n = 0 and n > 0 modes separately by letting "gluon" or g 
represent just then= 0 mode, and letting "KK excitation of the gluon" or g* or g~ 
strictly imply n > 0. 
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Vertex Factors. The detailed procedure for integrating over the fifth dimension y 
to obtain, in the effective 4D theory, the factors for the allowed vertices involving KK 
excitations of the gluons may be found in the Appendix A, and lead to the coupling 
strengths displayed in Fig. 1. Notice that a single g* can couple to quarks, but 
not to gluons. Furthermore, quark-less vertices with N g*'s only have non-vanishing 
coupling strengths if the modes n1 ,n2, ... ,nN of the g*'s satisfy the relation 
(4) 
Although this relation, Eq. (4), governs the possible vertices, it is not a law expressing 
5D momentum conservation for N-+ M processes: For example, a g* can not decay 
into gluons at the tree level, although this process is permitted when a quark loop 
is introduced. Also worth noting are the factors of J2, which originate from the 
different rescaling of the n = 0 and n > 0 modes, necessary to obtain canonically 
normalized kinetic energy terms in the effective 4D Lagrangian density [17). 
Propagators and Polarization Sums. Another difference between the Feynman 
rules for the g and the g* lies in the propagator. The g* propagator is that of a 
usual massive gauge boson, shown here in the unitary gauge: 
(5) 
At tree-level, the g: decays into qq pairs with (total) width rn = 2a8(Q)mn.§ The 
decay width can not be neglected because the subprocess energy V§ runs up to 14 
TeV at the LHC, while interest lies in TeV-scale compactification. For diagrams 
where a virtual g or g* exchanges between two quark pairs ( e.g., in qq -+ qq), there 
§The top quark ma.ss is negligible relative to the very heavy g*. 
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q g g~ 
q g g: g-:n g: 
g: g g: g-:n g: 
g g . 1 g2 -i72 -i½g2 
g: g;n g: Y~n±ml g: 
g: g g-:n g: g: 
g;n -i72g2 -i}g2 
g: Yi,n±n1 g: g: g: 
Yt;n±nl g: g: Yt g-:n 
Figure 1: Relative coupling strengths of vertices involving g*'s. Only the overall factors 
are shown: The q,-q-g* vertex also involves the SU(3) matrix element and the Dirac "/µ 
matrix; triple vertices of g's and g*'s also include the usual SU(3) structure functions and 
the momenta factors; and quadruple vertices of g's and g*'s also contain the usual structure 
function factors as well as the metric tensors 9µv· Here, n, m, and£ are distinct positive 
integers ( n i- m i- £). 
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is the usual diagram with the g propagator in addition to a tower of diagrams with 
g: propagators, or, equivalently, an effective propagator given by the sum 
00 
fl.en (p2) = eofl.o (p2 ) + :E enfl.n (p2) • (6) 
n=l 
Notice that Cn incorporates the different q-ij_-g and q-q-g: vertex factors ( i.e., Co = 1, 
Cn>o = 2). This effective propagator can be generalized to the case of arbitrary 
vertices with appropriate choices of the Cn factors (including setting Cn equal to zero 
when either vertex is forbidden). 
The mass of the g* also enters into the expression for the cross section via summa-
tions over polarization states when external g*'s are present. For the direct production 
of g*'s, the summation of polarization states is given by 
Lf::(k,u)t~(k,u) = (- 9µv + ::it )t5ah. 
u 
(7) 
Compare this to the case of external g's, in which case a projection such as 
(8) 
can be made to eliminate unphysical longitudinal polarization states (and thereby 
satisfy gauge invariance), for arbitrary four-vector 'f/w 
EW Interactions 
Five Dimensions. As it is unlikely that a significant number of lowest-lying KK 
excitations will be directly produced in the near future at e+e- colliders, the focus 
here is on tree-level processes involving the exchanges of KK excitations of the EW 
gauge bosons. This necessarily restricts us to the case where the initial and final 
state fermions are each confined to the SM D3 brane since otherwise, as shall be 
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seen shortly, the couplings for the processes of interest here are either zero or highly 
suppressed when KK number is not conserved, depending on which fields see the extra 
dimensions. Thus, for simplicity, considered is the case in which the EW gauge bosons 
can propagate into a single extra TeV-1-size dimension, but where the SM fermions 
are restricted to lie on the SM wall ( at the same location in the extra dimension). As 
for the Higgs boson, it is restricted to lie on the SM D3 brane when associated Higgs 
production is investigated (else there is either no effect or a suppressed effect). 
The terms in the 5D Lagrangian density that involve fermion fields contain a delta 
function to constrain the SM fields to the usual 4 spacetime dimensions, and similarly 
for terms involving the Higgs field in the case in which the Higgs does not propagate 
in the bulk. The relevant parts of the 5D Lagrangian density can be expressed as 
(9) 
where f is a SM fermion field, H represents the Higgs doublet(s), DM with 5D space-
time index M E 0, 1, ... , 4 is the 5D generalization of the usual covariant derivative 
Dµ with 4D spacetime index µ, the factor I 2.MH 12 denotes I DMH 12 for a Higgs 
propagating in the bulk and I DµH 12 6(y) for a Higgs localized to the SM boundary, 
and the compactified extra dimension coordinate y is related to the radius of the extra 
dimension r by y = r<f>. 
Compactification. Again compactification on a S1 / Z2 orbifold is considered with 
the identification</>--+ -</>. In terms of the compactified dimension y, an EW gauge 
field Aµ(x, y) can then be Fourier expanded as 
Aµ(x,y) = ~ [A,.,(x) + v'2t, A,,.,(x) cos(n</>l]. (10) 
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The normalization for then= 0 field A0 (x) is one-half that of then> 0 field An(x). 
Integration over y results in a tower of A,.m(x) KK excitations. Then= 0 modes of 
the 5D photon, w±, and the Z are identified as the SM photon, w±, and Z. The 
n > 0 KK modes of these fields are represented with a star (*), as in 1'~· 
Vertex Factors. The detailed procedure for integrating over the fifth dimension y 
to obtain, in the effective 4D theory, the factors for the allowed vertices involving KK 
excitations of the EW gauge bosons is similar to the procedure for the couplings of 
quarks and gluons to KK excitations of the gluons. The difference is that any Higgs 
fields confined to the boundary induce mixing terms [17] between the EW gauge 
bosons and their KK excitations. This causes a slight reduction in the couplings 
f 
involving KK excitations compared to the case in which the Higgs fields propagate 
into the extra dimension; in addition, previously forbidden couplings are allowed with 
a suppression factor. However, because this mixing is highly suppressed (by a factor of 
,..., m~ / µ2 ), only the couplings given by the case in which the Higgs fields propagate 
into the bulk are used, to a good approximation. The couplings for the vertices 
involving KK excitations of the Aµ, Bµ, and Cµ fields are then given in terms of the 
corresponding couplings between SM fields by the factors given in the previous section 
for purely gluonic couplings (with only a few subtle differences); the corresponding 
couplings for KK excitations of the photon, w±, and Z are then related to the former 
via the usual mixing relations. In particular, there is a factor of J2 relative to the 
analogous SM coupling for a vertex involving a single KK excitation and two SM 
fermions confined to the SM D3 brane, which originates from the different rescaling 
of the n = 0 and n > 0 modes necessary to obtain canonically normalized kinetic 
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energy terms in the effective 4D Lagrangian density [17]. Also worth noting is that 
a single x: can not couple to two (or three) Y's, where X, Y E { ,, W±, Z} and x: 
denotes a KK excitation of gauge boson X with mode n > 0. In fact, X*'s can 
only couple to other X*'s and Y*'s if the modes nun2, ... ,nN of these KK excitations 
satisfy KK number conservation. 
Propagators and Polarization Sums. Another difference between the Feynman 
rules for the EW gauge bosons {X} and their KK excitations {X:} is that the KK 
excitations are considerably heavier. For a compactification scaleµ= l/r, the mass 
of the n th KK excitation is: 
(11) 
The x: propagator is that of a usual massive gauge boson: 
g - Pµ.r 
·A (X* 2) · µ,v mxt 
-1,Uµ,v n,P = -1, ...,2 2 . r . 
p - mx* + imx* X* n n n 
(12) 
At tree-level, the w: and z: have the same decay rates as the W and Z except for a 
factor of 2:7; for thew: and similarly for the z:; also, the KK excitations are heavy 
enough to include the top quark in the decay rates. The ,: decays to fermion pairs 
with total width 134 a(m"Y:;)m"Y:;.1 For diagrams where ax: exchanges between two 
fermion pairs ( e.g., in e+e----+ tt), there is the usual diagram with the X propagator 
in addition to a tower of diagrams with x: propagators, or, equivalently, an effective 
propagator given by the sum 
00 
~eu(X,p2) = cx0 ~(Xo,P2) + I:cx:;~(Xn,P2). (13) 
n=l 
The factors {cxn} incorporate the different fi-h-X and fi-h-X: vertex factors (i.e., 
,-The top quark mass is negligible relative to the very heavy KK excitations. 
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cx0 = 1, cxn>o = 2). This effective propagator can be generalized to the case of 
arbitrary vertices via adjustment of the cxn factors (including setting cxn equal to 
zero when either vertex is forbidden). 
UED Model 
QCD Interactions 
Five Dimensions. The 4D SM quark multiplets for one generation are denoted by 
QrM(x), uiM(x), and Dw-1(x). For example, the first generation is: 




Each 4D state is a two-component Weyl spinor. The analogous 5D quark multiplets 
consist of massless four-component vector-like quarks, which are denoted by Q(x, y), 
U(x, y), and D(x, y). When these 5D fields are decomposed into 4D fields, corre-
sponding to each 4D field are a left-handed and right-handed zero mode. Each mode 
is a two-component Weyl spinor in 4 dimensions. 
Compactification. Half of the zero modes, which are not present in the 4D SM, may 
be projected out via the simple orbifold compactification choice, S1/Z2 (Z2 :y---. -y). 
The gauge fields polarized along the usual SM directions must be even under y ---. -y 
such that the zero modes will correspond to the usual 4D gauge fields, which implies 
that the gauge fields polarized along they direction must be odd. For the quark fields, 
each of the KK ( n > 0) modes for each multiplet will have a left-chiral and right-chiral 
part. The QjJx), UR(x), and Dji(x) components must be associated with the part 
of Q(x, y), U(x, y), and D(x, y) that is even under y ---. -y in order to recover the 
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appropriate SM chiral zero mode states. The remaining components, QR(x), Uf;(x), 
and Di,(x), must be associated with the part of Q(x, y), U(x, y), and D(x, y) that is 
odd under y -+ -y such that the zero modes not observed in the SM will be projected 
out. Each of the 5D multiplets Q(x, y), U(x, y), and D(x, y) can therefore be Fourier 
expanded in terms of the compactified dimension y as 
Q(x,y) = ~~(u(x))+v2f [Q~(x)cos Ci) +QR(x)sin (1~)]} (15) 
v1rR d(x) n=l 
L 
U(x,y) ~ k{ UR(x) +J2t [u;;(x)cos en+ ~(x)sin en l} (16) 
D(x, y) ~ k{ dR(x) +V2~ [DR(x) cos(';)+ D,'(x) sin G') J} . (17) 
Fermion Masses. The SM fermion masses arise from the Yukawa couplings through 
the Higgs vacuum expectation value (VEV), while the KK modes receive mass from 
the kinetic term in the 5D Lagrangian density as well as from the Yukawa couplings 
via the Higgs VEV's. First calculated is the mass arising from the kinetic term. The 
5D Lagrangian density for the kinetic terms and interactions of the 5D gluon field 
AM(x, y) with the 5D Q(x, y) fields are: 
Ls= iQ(x, y) {rM [8M + ig/I"' AM(x, y)]} Q(x, y). (18) 
Here, g5 is the 5D strong coupling, M is the 5D analog of the Lorentz index µ, i.e., 
M E {µ, 4}, and the 5D gluon fields AM(x, y) can be Fourier expanded in terms of 




The normalization of A0(x) is one-half that of then> 0 modes, necessary to obtain 
canonically normalized kinetic energy terms for the gluon fields in the effective 4D 
Lagrangian density [17]. As previously stated, under the transformation y --+ -y, 
the decomposed gluon fields transform as A:(x, -y) = A:(x, y) and A4(x, -y) = 
-A4(x, y). The choice here is to work in the unitary gauge, where the gauge choice 
A4,n(x) = 0 (18] can be applied. 
Integrating the kinetic part of Eq. (18) over the compactified dimension y yields 
the 4D Lagrangian density, and similarly for U(x, y) and D(x, y). This effective 4D 
Lagrangian density consists of the usual kinetic terms for the SM fields, kinetic terms 
for the massive Dirac spinors Qn(x), un(x), and nn(x), and mass terms for the KK 
excitations with mass M!fK = n/ R = nµ, where µ is the compactification scale, 1/ R. 
Thus, in the absence. of the Higgs mechanism, the KK excitations have masses 
given by Mn= M!fK = n/R = nµ. Additional mass contributions from the Yukawa 
couplings of the 5D quark multiplets via the Higgs VEV's are obtained by writing the 
5D Lagrangian density for the couplings of the 5D quark multiplets to the 5D Higgs 
field, Fourier expanding these 5D fields in terms of the compactified dimension y, and 
integrating over the extra dimension. The eigenvalues of the resulting mass matrix 
give the net mass Mn of the KK modes in terms of the mass of the corresponding 
quark field Mq and the mass from the compactification M!f K: 
Mn= J(M!fK)2+ M';_. (21) 
Relative to the compactification scale, the SM quark masses are negligible except for 
the top mass Mt. 
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Quark Towers. Each KK q: and q~ state is identified as a combination of Q, U, 
and D. In the limit of massless SM quarks, this combination can be expressed as: 
(22) 
where the projection operators are defined as PL,R = ½(1 =i= 75). In general, there 
is an additional Yukawa contribution to the masses, in which the UR and UL fields 
contribute to the mass of the q: via the Higgs VEV, and similarly for contributions 
to q~ from QL and Qn. For example, taking the SM c quark to be massless, the 
combination of the second-generation up-type quark component of the KK multiplet 
QiL(x) with the second-generation up-type quark component of Q2n(x) is identified 
as the single KK charm quark c•, which receives KK mass Mn = nµ = 1/R from 
the kinetic term. There is a second KK tower corresponding to the SM charm quark, 
which comes from U2R(x) and U2L(x), denoted by c0 • By g; is denoted KK mode 
n of the gluon, and by q: and q~ are denoted denote KK mode n of two distinct 
towers of KK excitations of a given SM quark field q. Each KK quark tower contains 
terms that are even and odd under Z2 parity. However, in KK quark pair production, 
the KK final states will be polarized with helicity corresponding to their even states 
(QL(x), Un(x), and Dn(x))in the cross channels, and the components associated 
with the odd part of the 5D fields (Qn(x), UL(x), and DL(x)) will only show up in 
direct channel production.II For KK quark-gluon production, the final KK states will 
liThis relies on the expansion in Eq. 22, which is valid for KK excitations of massless SM quarks. 
Massive KK quarks receive an additional small mass contribution from the Higgs mechanism. Also, 
recall that the choice has been made to work in the unitary gauge with gauge choice, A!n(x) = 0. 
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again be polarized with helicity corresponding to the even states. This is because the 
projection operators ensure the conservation of Z2 parity. Regarding the notation, n 
will be strictly nonzero unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
Vertex Factors. The QCD interactions involving KK excitations include purely 
gluonic couplings as well as couplings with quark fields. The purely gluonic case was 
discussed in previously in the fermi-phobic QCD interaction section of the Formalism, 
and the resulting couplings are identical to those of this universal scenario. The 
Feynman rules for the QCD interactions involving the KK excitations of the gluons 
and the two towers of KK excitations corresponding to each of the quark fields can be 
obtained by integrating the second part of Eq. (18) over the compactified dimension 
y via Fourier expansion of the 5D fields in terms of y, and similarly for U(x, y) and 
D(x,y). 
The detailed procedure for integrating over the fifth dimension y to obtain, in 
the effective 4D theory, the factors for the allowed vertices involving the q: and q~ 
fields may be found in the Appendix B, and lead to the coupling strengths displayed 
in Fig. 2. The states with helicity corresponding to the odd states under Z2 parity 
(QR(x), UL(x), and DL(x)) only appear in couplings involving q: q: or q~q~, and do 
not show up when a SM quark is present. A SM quark can only couple to KK states 
with helicity corresponding to the even states ((QL(x), UR(x), and DR(x)). The triple 
KK vertices with q: and q~ fields involve the integration of three cosines for the even 
parts and one cosine and two sines for the odd parts. This latter integration results 
in a minus sign relative to the first one whenever the KK gluon is more massive than 
either KK quark, which results in the presence of a 15 in these vertices. Note also 
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that the two towers q: and q: do not couple to one another. The Feynman rules 
for the purely gluonic vertices are summarized in Ref. [12]. Notice that a single KK 
mode can not couple to SM fields. This is a consequence of the more general tree-
level conservation of KK number, which dictates that N KK modes, nun2, ... ,nN, 
can only couple to one another if they satisfy KK number conservation. KK 
number conservation strictly applies at every vertex, as well as for tree-level N --+ M 
processes, but is broken at the loop-level. The higher modes can therefore decay to 
the lower modes at the loop-level, but the lowest-lying KK modes of the light quarks 
and massless gluons will be completely stable unless there exists another form of new 
physics to serve as a decay mechanism. This point will be returned to in Section 5. 
Propagators and Polarization Sums. The gluon propagators and summation over 
external polarizations are identical to those in the fermi-phobic case. The q; and q~ 
propagators have the form of a usual massive quark: 
(23) 
The decay widths of the u:'s, q:'s, and q~'s depend on stability of the lowest-lying KK 
excitations of the up quark, down quark~ and gluon. However, these decay widths are 
immaterial for production processes, since KK number conservation forbids any s-
channel KK propagators from arising in tree-level subprocesses with initial SM fields. 
EW Interactions 
Five Dimensions. The multiplet structure of the 5D quark fields is identical to 
that presented for the QCD interactions of the UED model. The 5D lepton fields, 
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Figure 2: Relative coupling strengths of vertices involving q!'s and q~'s. Only the overall 
factors are shown: These vertices also involve the usual SU(3) matrix element and the 
Dirac 'Yµ matrix. Here, n and m are distinct positive integers (n =I- m) and the projection 
operators are defined as PL,R = (1 =f 'Y5)/2. 
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the fact that the lepton and quark multiplets have the same structure in the 4D 
SM, and the procedure employed here based on a straightforward generalization to 
five dimensions. The 5D Lagrangian is simply the 5D EW fermi-phobic Lagrangian 
without the delta functions, just as in the QCD case. 
Compactification. The same compactification scheme is employed as in the pre-
vious cases. The Fourier expansions of the EW gauge fields are identical to those 
of the fermi-phobic model, just as in the QCD case. The Fourier expansions of the 
quarks are the same as in the QCD interactions of the UED model. Also, the leptons 
have Fourier expansions in complete analogy with the quarks. Thus, two distinct KK 
towers correspond to each SM charged lepton and neutrino. 
Mass Matrix. The mass matrix for the leptons is again completely analogous to 
that of the quarks. Therefore the masses of the KK leptons come in multiples of the 
compactification scale ( neglecting the SM lepton masses). The masses of KK photons 
are also multiples of the compactification scale, while the KK excitations of the W 
and Z. bosons add in quadrature. 
Feynman Rules. The vertex factors for purely EW gauge interactions are identical 
to those of the fermi-phobic model. However, there are some novelties present in the 
vertex factors for the couplings of the fermions to EW gauge fields. KK excitations 
of the W boson only couple to one tower of SM fermions because of the left-handed 
projection operator normally associated with the W boson in the SM, and similarly 
for couplings of the SM W boson to KK fermions. KK excitations of the Z boson 
couple to a SM and KK fermion with the usual projections of the corresponding QCD 
interactions, while the SM Z boson couples to pairs of KK fermions just as in the 
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SM. The photon couples to fermions analogously to the gluon for the case of QCD 
interactions in the UED model. Nothing is new, compared to the KK Feynman rules 






Dijet Production. For dijet production, all tree-level diagrams are included which 
do not contain any g*'s in the final state, since the g*'s would quickly decay into qq 
pairs, thereby producing additional jets.** Thus, the KK excitations only appear in 
two-jet diagrams via virtual g* propagators. The net tree-level effect of the g*'s on 
dijet production is the replacement of the SM gluon propagator by an effective KK 
propagator, wherever five-momentum is conserved. Employing gauge invariance, the 
second term in Eq. (12) is dropped in this analysis of dijet production. It is then 
convenient to define Dn(p2 ) and Deff(p2 ) as 
P2 -m2 +im f n n n 
00 
~ + L CnDn(p2 ) · 
p n=l 
(24) 
Here, Cn represents the fact that the q-ij_-g and the q-ij_-g~ vertex factors differ by a 
J2 (i.e., Co = 1, Cn>o = 2). In the amplitude-squared, it is therefore necessary to 
evaluate terms of the form 
1 [n* (A)D ( A) D (A)D* ( A)] ~ 'Um'Wn + mmr mmnr n (25) -2 eff V eff w + eff V eff w = ~ CmCn(A2 + 2 r2 .)( A2 + 2f2)' 
-o vm mm m wn mn n m,n-
**Neglected are the contributions from cases where multiple jets are produced, but only two of 
them pass the various cuts. 
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where v and w are any of the three usual (subprocess) Mandelstam variables (i.e., 
f;, w E { s, i, u}), and v~ represents the subtraction of m! from v (i.e., v~ = Vn - m!). 
(In Eq. (25) an exception is made to include then= 0 and n > 0 modes together for 
conciseness.) This sum converges somewhat rapidly:tt Since V§ runs up to 14 TeV for 
the LHC, the sum can be truncated after a couple dozen terms (i.e., when n becomes 
at least a couple of times greater than 14 Te V / µ, where µ is the compactification 
scale). The choice made here is nm= = 50. From five-momentum conservation, there 
are no internal g*'s for any tree-level dijet diagrams involving external gluons ( e.g., 
the KK excitations do not affect the process qij --+ gg). The diagrams to which the 
KK excitations do contribute are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
The total dijet cross section u(pp --+ 2jets) is obtained from the individual sub-
process cross sections &(ab --+ cd) and the parton distributions !a;A(xA,Q) and 
/bf 8 ( x 8 , Q) by integrating over the momentum fractions x A and x 8 and summing 
over all possible subprocesses ab--+ cd: 
1 
u(pp--+ 2jets) = L j dr!~ &(ab-+ cd). 
ab-->cd 4 2 / PT S 
Here, pT is the transverse momentum and dC/ dr is the parton luminosity: 
1 





Single On-Shell g* Production. Three-jet KK final states predominantly** arise 
HWben generalizing to the case where the gluons may propagate into more than one large extra 
dimension, the sum in the effective propagator is formally divergent. However, this problem has 
been widely addressed in the literature [19], where various solutions have been proposed. 
**The contributions of virtual g* exchanges for which no external on-shell g*'s are produced to the 
three-jet KK cross section contain an extra factor of as(Q) relative to the contribution of single on-
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Figure 3: Dijet diagrams involving KK excitations of the gluons. The indices i and j 
represent distinct (i cf- j) quark flavors. 
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from subprocesses where a g* is produced on-shell and subsequently decays into qij_, 
e.g., via qij_ -+ u: -+ u:g -+ qij_g. The concentration is on the production of the 
g*, postponing the consideration of its subsequent decay for the meantime. The 
subprocesses satisfying five-momentum conservation for which a g* is produced on 
shell are: 
(28) 
where the mode n of the external g* is necessarily identical to that of any virtual 
g*'s. Therefore, there is no summation over modes in these propagators; instead, the 
three-jet cross section involves a summation over the possible modes (n ~ 1) of the 
external g*'s. The Feynman diagrams for these three KK subprocesses are illustrated 
in Fig. 4. The amplitude for qij_ -+ g:g is 
(29) 
where the scale Q is identified with the mass of the g*, v~ represents ( as before) 
subtraction of m! from the Mandelstam variable v E { s, i, u} (i.e., «z = v - m!), and 
the v;,. tensors are given by 
shell g* production. However, since virtual g* exchange is significant for dijet production, the many 
virtual g* exchange diagrams leading to three jets in the final state - for which no external g*'s 
are produced on shell - may also have a significant effect. Although these purely virtual exchange 
contributions are not calculated here, it is noted that they would likely enhance these results. 
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q g q q 
ij ij ij 
Figure 4: Diagrams involving the production of a single on-shell g*. The diagrams for 
qg -+ qg;,, are obtained by replacing q with ij_ in the diagrams for qg -+ qg;,_. 
,v;. = V2ryµ [ (k2 + 2k1)ugµp + (-k1 + k2)µgpu - (2k2 + k1)pguµ] (30) 
v;,. = ../2,ii1- ,1)1'u (31) 
v; = V2,u(,1- 'P2)7p. (32) 
After summing over final states and averaging over initial states, the resulting ampli-
tude-squared is tt 
(33) 
which is related to the amplitude-squared for qg--+ qg: via crossing symmetry: 
tt FORM [20], a symbolic manipulation program, is employed in the evaluation of the amplitudes-
squared for single and double on-shell g* production. 
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- * 2 2 2 mn mn Un 1 [ ( 4 2 ) ( ~ ,2 ) ~ IM(qg - qgn) I = 91r as(Q) u'~ + u~ 18- 8 si 
. ~,2 ~t~ ] 
. Un S 
+ 17-4~+18~ . 
St Un 
(34) 
The amplitude-squared for qg -+ qg: is in turn identical to that of qg -+ qg: by 
time-reversal invariance. Upon integration over i, the single g* on-shell production 
cross sections assume the form 
1 1 
(J"KK(pp- g* +jet)= 2~ ~0 J dxA J dxBfa;A(xA,Q) 
3 Yn m!/s m!/sxA 
1 
/b/B (xB, Q) J dz t I Mjn 12 s~ ' (35) §2 
-1 
where the first summation runs over all possible subprocesses j producing a single g* 
on-shell, and the second summation is over all u:'s that can be produced for subprocess 
j in light of the given pp collider energy y's~bserve that Mjn(ffln) = Mj1(nm1) so 
that I:::i Mjn(mn) = I:::i Mj1 (nm1). Preparation has now been made to account 
for the decay of the u: into qq pairs. Working in the narrow width approximation, the 
dimensionless solid angle d0,4 / 41r is integrated over to obtain the total single on-shell 
g* cross section (prior to cuts): 
u KK (pp -+ jet + g* -+ 3 jets) = j d:4 u KK (pp -+ g* +jet) . (36) 
++Note that the scale Q = mn for then > 1 modes exceeds the compactification scaleµ. When 
Q > µ, the running of as(Q) transforms from a logarithmic to a power law behavior (21]. This 
has the effect of reducing the contributions of the higher order modes to the total multijet cross 
sections (22], but only slightly at LHC energies since only a few KK modes can be produced on-
shell. 
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Double On-Shell g* Production. Double on-shell g* production is analogous to 
single on-shell g* production, except that in this case the predominant KK subpro-
cesses involve the production of two on-shell g*'s which subsequently decay into qq 
' 
pairs, e.g., qq--+- g--+- g:g: --+- qij_qij_. Also, the single on-shell g* case did not involve 
the g:-g!-g; nor the g-g-g:-g: vertices, which are now part of the picture. Focusing on 
the production of the g*'s for the present and applying five-momentum conservation, 
the subprocesses for which two g*'s are produced on shell are: 
(37) 
where the two external g*'s are necessarily in the same mode n for initial gluons, but 
not for initial quarks. The Feynman diagrams for these three KK subprocesses are 
illustrated in Fig. 5. The diagrams for qij_ --+- g:g: are the same as for qij_ --+- g:g except 
that the s-channel diagram can have either a virtual g or a virtual g2n propagator. 
Thus, the amplitude for this process is the same as that given by Eq. (29) with the g:. 
propagator replaced by g and g2n propagators, where the coefficient of the s-channel 
amplitude is reduced by 1/./2 for the g case. Likewise, the subprocess qij_--+- g:g! 
is simply qij_ --+- g:g: with the s-channel altered for the possible propagators and the 





V,:13pu = [ (-p1 + P2)µ9af3 + (2p1 + P2)a9Pµ - (p1 + 2p2)pgµa] 
· [ (2k1 + k2)u9vp + (-k1 + k2)v9pu - (k1 + 2k2)p9uv] gµv (39) 
v:13pu = [ (p1 + k1)µgpp + (p1 - 2k1)p9pµ + (-2P1 + k1)pgµp] 
· [ (2p2 - k2)u9av + (-p2 + 2k2)a9vu - W2 + k2)v9au] gµv {40) 
v:ppu = [ (pl + k2)µ9{3u + (pl ~ 2k2)139uµ + (-2p1 + k2)u9µ/3] 
·[(2p2 - k1)p9av+ (-P2+2k1)a9vp-(p2+k1)v9ap]gµv (41) 
(42) 
The amplitudes-squared for these subprocesses, summed over final states and averaged 
over initial states, are obtained to be 
,f', - * * 12 8 2 2 ) [ 6 1 4 ( 1 1 1 
L.J IM ( qq --+ 9n9n) = 271r as( Q 648mn ~ - 738mn -=---:: - 27 72 + 164-;:::-SntU SnS S tu 
- 16- - 16- - 27- 43 1 . 1 1) ( ) 
£2 u2 s! 
+ 9m! 32!A -144~ -68+ 16~A + 18A~ ( 
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Figure 5: Diagrams involving the production of two on-shell g*'s. The modes n and mare 
distinct ( n -/=- m) . 
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( m
4 m 2 s2 i' u' ) · 6~ - fi-E. + 2-~- + ~ -4 
t' u' s t' u' s2 ' n n n n 
(45) 
where Sn= s - 4m!. (In this notation, the replacements indicated by t ~ u do not 
affect the two terms that involve neither t nor u.) 
In the results for the matrix element squares, as given in Eqs. (29 - 31), there 
are no terms that grow with energy, and the matrix elements for these subprocesses 
are tree-unitary. This is not true for the individual diagrams for the subprocesses: 
There are delicate cancellations between the diagrams for each subprocess. These 
cancellat.ions occur only because of the relations among the couplings as dictated by 
the compactification of the five-dimensional KK theory to four dimensions, and also 
due to the special relations for the masses of the various KK states. For example, in 
the process qij_---+ g:g:, the presence of the g2n exchange is crucial with its mass 2nµ 
and its coupling as dictated by the KK Yang-Mills theory. This is a new example 
of tree-unitarity for a class of massive vector boson theories other than the known 
spontaneously broken gauge theories [23). 
These subprocess j amplitudes-squared combine to give the total KK cross section 
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for g:'s produced on-shell as 
1 1 
(TKK(pp--+g*g*)= 4~~ I; J dxA J dxBfa;A(xA,Q)/b/B(xB,Q) 
J g*pallS 
Pmn Pmn/XA 
j dz f:I M; 12 jJ1 - (m.. ~ m.)2 (46) 
-1 
where Pmn = (IDm +mn)2 /sand the second summation runs over all g:,g! pairs that 
can be produced for energy .js. Again, the narrow width approximation is applied 
to account for the decay of the g*'s into qij_ pairs: 
(47) 
EW Interactions 
Direct Channel Production. For fermion-antifermion pair production, the KK 
excitations of the EW gauge bosons manifest themselves through a tower of diagrams 
with,: and z: propagators. The net tree-level effect of the 'Y:'s and z:'s on charged 
lepton pair production is the replacement of the SM propagator by an effective KK 
propagator. Gauge invariance is employed to drop the second term in Eq. (12) in this 
analysis of fermion pair production. The effective moduli-squared of the propagators 
for direct-channel ,: and z: exchange and the corresponding direct-channel 7:-z: 
interference are thus tt 
ttWhen generalizing to the case where the EW gauge bosons may propagate into more than one 
large extra dimension, the sum in the effective propagator is formally divergent. However, various 
solutions to this problem have been proposed in the literature [19]. 
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(48) 
Here s~ .. is shorthand for the subtraction of ml .. from s (i.e., s~ .. = s - ml .. ) and ex .. 
represents the fact that the f-f-X and the f-J-x: vertex factors differ by a J2 (i.e., 
cx0 = 1, cx .. >o = 2). (An exception is made in the effective propagator equations by 
including the n = 0 and n > 0 modes together for more compact notation.) 
Cross-Channel Production. The effective propagator formulae for cross-channel 
exchanges and interference are the same as in Eq. 48 with the replacement of the 
direct-channel Mandelstam variable s by the cross-channel variable t ( or u). The 
interference between direct-channel exchanges of ,:'sand cross-channel exchanges of 
z:'s is described by 
Finally, the effective propagator formulae for direct-channel exchanges of z:'s and 
cross-channel exchanges of ,:'s are identical to Eq. 49 with the replacement 1 +-+ Z. 
For collider energies in the range 100 GeV ~ vs ~ 1 TeV and compactification 
scalesµ> l TeV, the sums in the effective propagators converge quite rapidly. Thus, 
they can be truncated after only a few terms with negligible error. The KK cross 
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sections for the production of two SM fermion final states in high-energy collisions 
are simply obtained by replacement of the usual SM moduli-squared propagators by 
these effective moduli-squared propagators. 
UED Model 
QCD Interactions 
Subprocesses. In mind is the production of pairs of KK excitations of the gluons, 
g~, and quarks, q: and q~, in proton-antiproton collisions at the Tevatron Run I 
or II energy or proton-proton collisions at the LHC energy. The focus is on the 
parton subprocesses in this section and postpone numerical results to the following 
sections where the stability of the lowest-lying KK excitations is addressed. The 
various subprocesses are enumerated in Table 1. The calculations are performed 
at the tree-level (Fig.'s 6-9, and restrict ourselves to two final states. Due to KK 
number conservation, not only must the KK excitations be produced in pairs, but they 
necessarily have the same mode n, which is the same mode that any KK propagators 
will have. Neglected are the quark masses except for the top mass Mt, but neglect the 
content of top flavor in the colliding protons and antiprotons. Thus, the top quark 
only enters into the calculation of the cross sections for gg--+ q:<J.: and qq--+ q':ii.':, 
and the analogous subprocesses for the q~'s. Also neglected are the decay widths of 
all SM and KK particles in this section since massive propagators will not appear in 
the s-channel due to tree-level KK number conservation and the neglect of initial top 
quarks. The decay widths will be incorporated in the subsequent decay of the final 
states, where possible mechanisms for the decay of the lowest-lying KK states will be 
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Double KK gluon production KK quark-gluon production 
gg- g:g: qij- g:g: qg-q:g: qg- q:g: 
Double KK quark production 
gg - q:"<Ci gg - q!lfu qij - q:"<Ci qq- q!lfu 
qq- q:q: qq- q:q: qiJ- q':iJ': qiJ- q':ii': 
qq' - q:q': qq' - q:q'~ qq - q!iJ'! qq - q:iJ'~ 
qiJ- q:(fu qq - q:"<Ci qq' - q:q': qq' - q~q': 
qq - q!iJ'~ qq - q:iJ': qq-q!q: 
Table 1: Subprocesses leading to double KK production at hadronic colliders. Not shown 
are subprocesses that are simply related by the exchange of a particle and antiparticle, as 
in qg --+ iJ!g~. 
discussed. 
Double KK Gluon Production. Double KK gluon production subprocesses consist 
of gg - g:g: and qiJ- g:g:. The former subprocess involves direct-channel SM gluon 
exchange, cross-channel KK gluon exchanges, and the four-point interaction. The 
latter subprocess is unique in that there are five tree-level Feynman diagrams, which 
include direct-channel SM gluon exchange and cross-channel q! and q: exchanges. 
For the purely gluonic subprocess, the amplitude-squared,** summed over final states 
and averaged over initial states, is: 
(50) 
where the scale Q is id~ntified with the mass of the final state KK excitations Mn 
and v~ represents subtraction of M;, from the Mandelstam variable v E { s, i, it} (i.e., 
v~ = v- M;). Note that gg - g:g: is the same in the UED scenario considered here 
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Figure 6: Feynman diagrams for case (i). 
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qg-+ q:g~ qg-+ q~g~ gg-+ q:ifn gg-+ q~(fu 
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Figure 8: Feynman diagrams for case (iii)(a), the initial qq contributions to case (iii)(b) 
where the final states have the same flavor as the initial states, and the contributions to 
case (iii)(c). The' indicates that q and q' are distinct flavors. 
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Figure 9: Feynman diagrams for case (iii)(d) and the remaining contributions to case 
(iii)(b). The' indicates that q and q' are distinct flavors. 
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as well as in a model where only gluons propagate into the bulk. However, each of 
the remaining subprocesses is different. The amplitude-squared for qij -- o:g: is: 
2 [M2 ( A4 A2 ) - **2 22 n S S :EIM(qq- 9n9n) I = 271r as(Q) -A- 4~ -131~ -108 s t' u' t'u' 
s2 t'u'] + 100-A- -93+ 108- • 
t'u' s2 
(51) 
KK Quark-Gluon Production. KK quark-gluon production results from qg -
q:o: and qg -- q;g:. (Subprocesses that are simply related by particle-antiparticle 
replacement, such as qg -- <t,,g:, will not be enumerated.) These subprocesses in-
volve s-channel SM quark exchange, t-channel g: exchange, and u-channel KK quark 
exchange. The square of the matrix element for qg -- q:g: is: 
- 1 ( i'4 £12 sit') :EIM(qg- q:g:) 12 = 361r2a~(Q) 72A2 A,2 - 36~ +43-36~ . SU SU t1 (52) 
The subprocess qg -- q;g: is identical to qg -- ~g:. That is, the sign of the 15 
matrix is not important in KK quark production unless both q: and q~ are involved 
in the same subprocess, e.g., in qq -- g:o: or qq -- q:q;. 
Identical Final q: or q; States. Subprocesses with identical final q: or q~ states 
feature t- and u-channel o: exchanges. A relative minus sign represents the anti-
symmetrization of fermionic wave functions that originates from the interchange of 
identical fermionic states between the two diagrams. Notice that although a given SM 
quark q and its KK counterparts have different mass, they have the same fermionic 
properties that produces the minus sign for the antisymmetrization of wave functions. 
The amplitude-squared for q:q: production is: 
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t IM( qq -+ q:q:) 12 = 2177["2a~ ( Q) [~~ (18 A:: 2 + 11 As: ) s t' u' t'u' 
§4 s2 l 
. + 30 t'2u/2 - 16 t'u' + 2 (53) 
The identical result is obtained for q~q: production. 
KK Quark-Antiquark Pair Production. Double KK quark-antiquark pairs with 
the same flavor can arise from initial gluons or quarks. The former case involves 
direct-channel SM gluon exchange and cross-channel KK quark exchanges. The latter 
case consists of s-channel SM gluon exchange, and, in the case of initial partons of 
the same flavor as the final states, t-channel u: exchange. For initial gluons, squaring 
the amplitude leads to the following expression for KK quark pair production: 
t IM(gg - q!lfu) 12 = 2~ 7r"2a1(Q) [ ;! (-80 £,;:,2 + 36 i::,) 
- .......!!. 48.;,_ + 36 M2 ( A2 ) 
s t'u' 
(54) 
s4 s2 t'il s2 ] 
- 24-::--2 + 12-A - - 17 + 18-::-2 + 12-::-2 ' 
t' u' t'u' s t' 
where the only difference for the case of KK top pair production is adjustment of the 
mass via Eq. 21. The amplitude-squared for KK quark-antiquark final states arising 
from SM quark-antiquark initial states, for which the flavor is the same in the initial 
and final states, is: 
(55) 
This does not lead to KK top quark production since the top quark content of the 
colliding protons is negligible. The relative sign between the two diagrams again 
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incorporates the antisymmetrization of fermionic wave functions corresponding to 
the interchange of two fermionic states between the two diagrams. When the final 
states have different flavors than the initial state, only the s-channel contributes. For 
the lighter flavors, this is simply the s-channel part of Eq. 55: 
(56) 
Again, for top production, the only change involves correcting for the final state KK 
mass. The same results apply for q~if:,, production. 
For double KK quark production with different flavors in the final state, the 
result is the same as the corresponding case with identical flavors with the appropriate 
channel removed. That is, qq' ---+ q:q': is just the t-channel contribution to qq---+ q:q:, 
(57) 
while qq---+ q:iJ.': is also the t-channel contribution to qij_---+ q:if.:, 
(58) 
and similarly for q~ final states. 
Mixed KK Final States. Finally, it is possible to produce the mixed KK final 
states involving one q: and one q~. The projection operators conspire to nullify the 
interference term in qq ---+ q:q~. The differing signs of the 15's also affect the t- and 
u-channel contributions. The amplitude-squared for this subprocess is: 
(59) 
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represented by the same t-channel diagram and have the same form as the t-channel 
contribution to Eq. 59: 
(60) 
It is not possible to produce mixed KK final states from initial gluons, nor is it possible 
to produce mixed KK final states of a different flavor from initial qq pairs. 
Unitarity. These amplitude-squared formulae do not contain any terms that grow 
with energy, and the matrix elements for these subprocesses are tree-unitary. This 
has also been observed for the case in which only the gauge bosons propagate into 
the bulk (12, 24]. Note that the matrix elements of the individual diagrams with 
external gluons are not tree-unitary: There are delicate cancellations involved be-
tween individual diagrams, which ensures unitarity for the total amplitude. As an 
example, consider the subprocess, qq ---+ g:g:, which has both q: and q~ propaga-
tors. The amplitude-squared for this reaction would not be tree-unitary if there were 
just a single tower of KK excitations of the quarks, or if the two towers q: and q~ 
did not couple left- and right-handedly to the SM quarks. This is another example 
of tree-unitarity for a class of massive vector boson theories other than the known 
spontaneously broken gauge theories (23]. 
EW Interactions 
Survey of Processes.· It is easier to distinguish between the EW and QCD inter-
actions by restricting the number of jets to be less than two. The subsequent decays 
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of the produced KK excitations are simpler to treat for the lighter particles. Also, 
the SM background can be expected to be more prominent when there is a SM 2 -. 2 
process with a Z boson that can decay to neutrinos. For example, consider e+-*e-* 
production where there is a mechanism of new physics that permits their further 
decay to e+e- plus two gravitons (missing energy). There is a SM background for 
this experimental signature at the same order, which is ZZ production where one Z 
decays into e+ e- and the other decays into neutrinos ( missing energy). Compare this 
example to q0 1* production where the same new physics mechanism leads to their 
further decay into q1 plus missing two gravitons. The leading order SM background 
for this experimental signature is at least level higher: q1 Z production. This is offers 
significant improvement in the signal-to-background ratio. These reasons serve as the 
motivation for investigating single and double photon production. 
Single Photon Production. The production of a single KK photon and KK quark 
is similar to KK quark-gluon production. The differences lie in the overall strengths 
of the interactions and the fact that only the gluon features triple and quartic self-
interactions. The amplitude-squared for KK photon-quark production is: 
where a( Q) is the running electromagnetic coupling. KK photon-gluon production is 
similar in the same way to KK double gluon production. The modulus square of the 
matrix element for this process is: 
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- 1 I: I M(qij - g:''f*) 12 = 721r2a(Q)as(Q) [M!(192) 
+ M! ( -32oi - 32ou) + M!(1s2i2 + 464iu + 1s2u2) 
+M;,(-32£3 - rnoi2u - 16oiu2 - 32u3 ) 
+ 40i3u - 16i2u2 + 4oiu3] • 
(62) 
Double Photon Production. The production of two KK photons is almost identical 
to the production of one KK gluon and one KK photon. The only difference is in 
the overall strength of the interactions. The amplitude-squared for this process is 
simply given by Eq. with a corresponding alteration of the overall factor to represent 
the difference between the electromagnetic and strong interactions (in addition to an 
overall factor for the different group generators that appears in the modulus-square 






Decay Mechanism. The projection of momenta along extra dimensions is con-
served in scattering processes. The SM wall can balance momentum in extra di-
mensions by explicit tree-level violation of KK number conservation, permitting the 
exchange of a single KK excitation. KK gauge bosons can thus decay into fermion-
antifermion pairs. 
Decay Rates. At tree-level, the g: decays into qq pairs with ( total) width r n = 
2 a 8 ( Q )mn. The KK photon decay is very similar to the KK gluon decay. The KK 
photon decays to leptons in addition to quarks, and the coupling strength is different 
because the electric charge differs from the strong charge, but the structure of the 
matrix-element modulus-square is the same. The ,: decays to fermion pairs with 
total width 1}a(m-y;.)m,..,:.. The w: and z: have the same analytic expression for 
the partial decay rates as the W and Z except for a factor of 2 ::? for the i,f/~ and 
similarly for the z:; also, the KK excitations are heavy enough to include the top 
quark in the decay rates. 
UED Model 
Stability. As previously discussed, the lowest-lying KK excitations of the light 
fermions and massless gauge fields may very well be stable. This is a consequence of 
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KK number conservation (Eq. 4), which is valid at all vertices and thus also at the 
tree-level. KK number is broken at the loop-level, but the lightest KK excitations can 
not decay even at the loop leveltt unless some new physics mechanism is introduced. 
The KK excitations of massive gauge bosons and heavier generation fermions can 
decay to lighter KK states and SM fields at tree-level. For any SM decay with a 
massless final state, such as Z-+ viJ, there are corresponding decays involving their 
KK excitations, such as Zf-+ viiJ, When the final states are massive the decay may 
be kinematically forbidden, depending on the compactification scale: For example, 
the ti can not decay to w+bj for a 400 GeV compactification scale, but it can decay 
to W/*b. At the tree-level, KK number conservation results in increasing kinematic 
suppression of all decays involving KK excitations of massive SM fields with increasing 
compactification scale. Note also that the lowest-lying KK excitations of the quarks 
and gluons can not decay to their SM counterparts via graviton emission unless KK 
number is violated in such interactions. Long-lived refers to lifetimes long enough 
such that the final state decay occurs beyond the detector. 
KK Number Violation. Decays are possible if there is a source of KK number 
violation, as in the fermi-phobic and original ADD model where any fields constrained 
to the SM wall appear in the Lagrangian with a delta function. In the universal model, 
no fields are constrained to the wall, such that no delta functions are present to violate 
KK number conservation and instigate the decays of KK excitations. Yet it is desired 
ttLoop corrections may potentially create splitting between the masses of quark and massless 
gauge boson KK excitations, allowing for decays such as q~ -> qg: or q~ -> q1*. These decays will 
be kinematically suppressed, and assumed to occur beyond the detector. 
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to implement a decay scheme to naturally evade cosmological constraints. This is done 
by introducing a new physics mechanism that violates KK number conservation. The 
specific source of new physics can result in a form factor that appears at the KK 
vertices, which disturbs the mathematics that normally preserves KK number in the 
integration over the compactified dimension. 
UED Model 
Fat Brane Scenario 
Decay Mechanisms. The lowest-lying KK excitations of the light fermions and 
the massless gauge bosons can decay into SM fields via new physics mechanisms that 
produce a violation in KK number conservation. Various decay schemes have been 
considered in the literature [14), [13), [15). However, provided that the KK excitations 
decay within the detector, the effect of a specific decay mechanism on the final state 
distributions presented here can be expected to be small. 
Fat Brane Concept. For purposes of illustration, the decay properties of KK exci-
tations in the fat brane scenario proposed in Ref. [14) shall analyze in some detail. In 
this scenario, the "small" universal extra dimension is assumed to be the thickness of 
the D 4 brane in which the SM particles propagate. In turn, this brane is embedded in 
a 4+ N dimensional space, in which gravity propagates. (In order to avoid drastically 
modifying Newton's law at the solar system scale, it is necessary to require N ~ 2.) 
The gravity extra dimensions ( call them { zi}) are taken to be symmetric, with a 
compactification radius r much larger than the thickness of the fat brane R. The 
orbifold structure of the UED space in which the SM fields propagat~ can be imposed 
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by using boundary conditions on the fat brane. The non-gravitational interactions 
are identical to those :presented in the Appendices. The differences in this model lie 
in the interactions between gravity and the KK excitations of the SM fields, where 
KK number violation in such interactions will mediate the decays. The thick brane 
absorbs the unbalanced momentum that results from the KK number violation. 
Decay Rates 
QCD Spectrum. The effective 4D interactions of the graviton fields with the 
SM fields and their KK excitations are obtained by the 'naive' (straightforward) 
generalization of the results in Ref. [4). The Feynman rules for the couplings of the 
graviton fields to the UED fields are related to the corresponding couplings of the 
graviton fields to the SM fields by the form factor Fn(Xy) as introduced in Ref. [14, 15). 
For example, the q:-q-Gk coupling is: 
(63) 
where G-,; is the KK excitation of the graviton corresponding to mode k and Xy = 
myR = 21rkyR/r. Note that n is the mode of the KK quark field, while ky is the mode 
of the KK graviton field along the y direction. Thus, my is the contribution of the y 
dimension to the graviton mass. As with the non-gravitational interactions, the KK 
quark field components associated with odd Z2 parity (QR(x), UL(x), and DL(x)) 
do not interact with the SM quark fields because of the presence of the projection 
operators. Thus, these KK fields associated with odd Z2 parity can not decay to 
SM quarks and gravitons as indicated in Ref. [15). The form factor, Fn(x), does not 
include the sine terms, and depends on the component of the graviton mass arising 
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from the universal compact dimension only, ky: 
y211rR i21rkyy ny 
Fn(xy) = R dyexp(-__;;_) cos(-R). 
7r o . r . 
(64) 
The result of this analysis for the modulus-square of form factor, 
(65) 
differs by the sign of the cosine term from the one in Ref. [15], which is potentially 
significant, since it affects the leading behavior of the form factor in the critical 
regions: Xy near zero (decay to light gravitons) and unity (decay to heavy gravitons). 
The total decay width is obtained by summing over all possible graviton towers 
the partial decay width r n(xy, xz), where Xa refers to all of the extra dimensions, Xy 
denotes the universal direction, and Xz is exclusive to gravity: x; = x; + x!. The 
form-factor appears as a multiplicative constant in the partial width: 
(66) 
Replacing the KK sum with an integral over the density of graviton states [4], the 
following expression is obtained: 
(67) 
Here, Mp is the conventional 4D Planck scale, while MD is the (4 + N)-dimensional 
Planck scale and should not be more than one or two orders of magnitude above 1/ R 
[21]. Note that N is the number of extra compact dimensions seen by the graviton, 
as opposed to the number of universal dimensions, which has been taken to be one. 
For completeness, given here are the partial decay widths appearing in Eq. 67. 
These results are based on the three-point vertex Feynman rules given in Ref. [4], 
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with the masses of all particles ( except gravitons) set to zero. tt The decay of the q: 
( or q~ ) into a SM quark and a massive spin 2 graviton ca has partial width, apart 
from the overall form factor, given by: 
r'n(q: - qGa) = 1;;1r :; [ (1 - x!)4 (2 + 3x;)] 
The q: can also decay into one of N(N - 1)/2 massive spin-0 particles, ¢f;: 
9t,?w2 
r'n(q: - q</Jf;) = 8i; 2561r M!(l - x!)2' 
(68) 
(69) 
where w = J a(.fi+2). Finally, the g~ can only decay into a SM gluon via massive spin 
2 graviton emission: 
(70) 
The decay widths of the q~ (or qn and gt, integrated over the density of graviton 
states with the form factor as in the prescription of Eq. 67, are illustrated in Fig. 10. 
The distributions of the graviton mass and missing energy (graviton energy) in the 
rest frame of the decaying particle are shown in Fig. 11. It is interesting to note that, 
in this scenario, when gravity propagates in two extra-dimensions (N = 2), the decays 
of KK quark or gluon excitations will be mediated mostly by very light gravitons, 
while for N > 3 the heavy graviton (mass of orderµ) contribution will dominate (see 
the top of Fig. 11). As a consequence, for N = 2 the missing energy distribution will 
have a peak at half the KK excitation mass, while with increasing N the distribution 
will shift toward larger values. Note also that all of these decays will occur within 
++This does not mean that the KK mass of the particle decaying is neglected. Rather, this is a 
consequence of the fact that the mass terms in the Feynman rules in Ref. [4] come from mass terms 
in the Lagrangian that are absent in the 5-dimensional theory. 
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Figure 10: The decays of the qi or q1 (solid) and gj (dashed) into SM fields via graviton 
emission (spin 2 and scalar combined) are shown as a function of the compactification scale 
µ = M = l/ R for Mv = 5 TeV. The pairs of curves correspond to 2, 4, and 6 extra 
dimensions from top to bottom, respectively. 
the detectors in the range of parameter space that is explored and is depicted here. 
EW Spectn1m. The KK excitations of the light leptons and EW gauge bosons 
decay to the corresponding SM particles and gravitons in exactly the same manner 
as the KK excitations of the quarks and gluons in the fat brane scenario. This is 
because the underlying interaction is gravitational, which only depends on the spin 
of the decaying particle. Thus, the analytical expression for the decay rate of the KK 
electron, for example, is the same as that for the KK quark except for obvious overall 
factors t~at represent the difference between the strong and electromagnetic forces. 
Similarly, the KK photon decays analogously to the KK gluon. However, the heavier 
leptons and massive gauge bosons have more decay channels, as in the case of the top 
quark. For example, the Z* can decay to a Z and a graviton, or it may decay into 
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Figure 11: The graviton mass distribution (top) and missing energy distribution (bottom) 
of the qi or q1 (solid) and gi (dashed) are illustrated forµ= 500 GeV and Mv = 5 TeV. 






Dijet Production. The CTEQ distribution functions [25] for the parton luminosity 
are evaluated at Q = pT, and impose the following cuts: The transverse momentum 
pT is constrained to lie above some minimum p;in, while the rapidity is restricted 
to satisfy I y I ~ 2.5. The total cross section can also be separated into the SM 
cross section and the g* cross section, which is due to the contributions of Fig. 3: 
a= a8M + a xx· Although a xK includes the interference terms between g's and g*'s, 
it usefully represents the amount by which the total cross section exceeds the SM 
background. The KK contributions, along with the SM background, are shown in 
Fig.'s 12-13 for compactification scales in the range 1 TeV ~ µ ~ 10 TeV and for 
transverse momentum as high as p;in :=:; 4 TeV. 
The KK effect is actually quite large: For sufficiently high p;in ("' 2 TeV), the 
effect of the virtual exchanges of the g*'s actually exceeds the SM background for 
compactification scales below 7 Te V. The effect becomes even more pronounced for 
yet higher p;in, where the KK contribution becomes several factors larger than the 
SM cross section. The trend continues beyond the 4 Te V shown, but the cross section 
is too small beyond this point to observe more than a couple of events per year at 
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Figure 12: The contributions of the virtual exchanges of g*'s to the LHC dijet production 
cross section, u KK = u - u sM, (top) and the ratio of the KK contribution to the SM 
background, R = u KK / u sM, (bottom) are illustrated as a function of the minimum transverse 
momentum p;in for fixed values of the compactification scale µ. The solid horizontal line 
represents rv 200 events/yr at the projected integrated luminosity. Discernible bumps in 
regions for which p;in = kµ/2 are indicated by the corresponding value of k E {1, 2, ... }. 
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Figure 13: Same as Fig. 12, but as a function of the compactification scale µ for fixed 
· values of the minimum transverse momentum p;•n. The horizontal dashed lines represent 
the SM background. 
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Figure 14: The partial contributions to the total dijet cross section are shown as a function 
of p;in, forµ= 3.5 TeV. 
due to the decay of a very massive g* have very high pT, thereby enhancing the ratio 
R = u KK / u sM for high p ;in, which is where the g* contribution actually exceeds the 
SM contribution. When p;in = kµ/2 for k E {1, 2, ... }, there is a slight disturbance 
in the cross section plots, which is expected since this corresponds to an on-shell 
g* contribution. Naturally, the disturbance is only discernible for small values of k. 
These discernible regions are indicated on the plots by the corresponding values of k. 
The partial contributions of the various subprocesses to the full dijet KK (for a 
representative value ofµ= 3.5 TeV) and SM cross sections are illustrated in Fig. 14. 
At low pT, the virtual g* effect is greatest for subprocesses with two different initial 
quarks, while, at high pT, it is largest for subprocesses with identical initial quarks. 
Fig. 15 shows the dijet differential cross section du/ dm as a function of the in-
variant mass m of the final state q-ij_ pair: The peaks are subtle, and positioned well 
below the SM background. The signal in the two-jet invariant mass distribution -is 
well below the SM background unless the invariant mass is very large ( m > 5 Te V). 
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However, at the LHC, the cross sections are not large enough for the signal to be 
observable in this range of m. There are two reasons why the dijet invariant mass 
distribution does not give a good signal. First, the widths of the g*'s are large such 
that the peaks corresponding to m = µ are not sharp nor tall enough. Secondly, most 
of the cross section for a given invariant mass comes from pairs which have relatively 
low PT for which the SM background is very large. The decay of the resonant KK 
gluon, g*, gives rise to high PT for each of the jet pairs. It is only when the final states 
where each of the jets have high Pr are considered that the KK contributions exceed 
the SM background. In the invariant mass distribution, such high Pr contributions 
constitute only a very small part of the cross sections observable at the LHC energy. 
Depicted in Fig. 16 are the effects produced by variation of the somewhat arbitrary 
choice of Q = p;•n for the SM background. The relative uncertainty in the SM 
background can be quite high, say 40 %, due to the ambiguity in the choice of Q, and 
other factors such as the choice of parton distributions. However, since the signal and 
the background are each calculated at tree-level, the uncertainties should somewhat 
cancel in the ratio, R. Thus, R provides a good measure of the relative KK effect. It 
is pointed out that due to these uncertainties and the fact that one can not directly 
measure R, when working at tree-level it is necessary to look for signals that disagree 
with the SM by much more than 50%, probably as much as 100%, to be sure that 
a signal for new physics is indeed what is observed. Therefore, the detection of KK 
excitations of the gluons is most favorable for regions of (p;•n, µ)-space where the KK 
contribution is at least comparable to the SM background, and above the horizontal 
line (in Fig.'s 12-13) that marks an anticipated couple of hundred events per year. 
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Figure 15: The differential cross section du/ dm is shown as a function of the invariant 
mass m of the q-ij pair. The peaks that are predicted to occur when the invariant mass m 
matches the compactification scale µ are subtle and located well below the SM signal. 
For comparison, Fig. 's 17-18 also give the g* cross section and its relation to 
the SM background for the Fermilab Tevatron pp collider running at vs= 2 TeV. 
The KK effect is much smaller than for the LHC because of the considerably more 
restrictive constraints on the transverse momentum. The g* cross section is only 
comparable to the SM for compactification scalesµ as high as about 2 TeV, and the 
relative uncertainty in the total dijet cross section must be quite precise in order to 
see a siz~able discrepancy forµ,...., 3 TeV. 
Single On-Shell g* Production. The various cuts are performed by defining the 
two 4-momenta of the decaying particles in their center of mass frame in terms of 
!14 (each decaying particle has momentum 'fnn/2) and boosting the two 4-momenta 
to the lab frame. In addition to the g* cross section, the SM three-jet background is 
calculated following the outline of Ref. [26]. 
In addition to the cuts applied for dijet production, for three or four jets, the final 
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Figure 16: The effect that variation of the choice of Q has on the SM dijet background is 
min stii. shown as a function of the minimum transverse momentum, pT . Here Q ,,_,__., = .2 ,2 • 2 , ,..- s +t +u 
and values in TeV (e.g., 3.5 TeV) correspond to the choice of (constant) Q equal to a 
compacti:fication scale at that particular scale. 
where ¢ is the azimuthal angle and rJ is the pseudorapidity, which is related to the 
polar angle 8 via f/ = -ln tan(0/2). The single on-shell g* production cross sections, 
along with the SM background, are plotted in Fig.'s 19-20 for 1 TeV ::s; µ ::s; 5 TeV 
and p;in < 2 TeV. High pT cuts have a similar effect to that described for dijet 
production except that the p;in = kµ/2 disturbances are much larger than the dijet 
case, which should be expected since the g* is produced on-shell in the three-jet case 
considered here. Such discernible disturbances are indicated by the corresponding 
values of k E {1, 2, ... }. Again the pT cuts are terminated when the number of 
anticipated events is quite scarce (rv 1/yr). Although it is not as extreme as in 
the dijet case, the single on-shell g* results also exceed the SM background for very 
high p;'". The partial contributions of the various subprocesses to the g* (for a 
representative value ofµ= 3.5 TeV) and SM cross sections are shown in Fig. 21. 
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Figure 17: The contributions of the virtual exchanges of g*'s to the Tevatron dijet produc-
tion cross section, c, KK = c, - c, sM, (top) and the ratio of the KK contribution to the SM 
background, R = a KK / c, sM, (bottom) are illustrated as a function of the minimum trans-
verse momentum p;in for fixed values of the compactification scale µ. The solid horizontal 
line represents ,..., 2 (25) events/yr at the projected initial (final) Run 2 integrated luminos-
ity. Discernible bumps in regions for which p;in = kµ/2 are indicated by the corresponding 
value of k E {l, 2, ... }. 
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Figure 18: Same as Fig. 17, but as a function of the compactification scale µ for fixed 
values of the minimum transverse momentum p;in. The horizontal dashed lines represent 

























Figure 19: The contributions of the single on-shell production of g*'s to the three-jet cross 
section at the LHC, uKK = u - u 8M, (top) and the ratio of the KK contribution to the SM 
background, R = u KK / u sM, (bottom) are illustrated as a function of the minimum transverse 
momentum p;in for fixed values of the compactification scale µ. The solid horizontal line 
represents ,...., 200 events/yr at the projected integrated luminosity. Discernible bumps in 
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Figure 20: Same as Fig. 19, but as a function of the compacti:fication scale µ for fixed 
values of the minimum transverse momentum p;;n. The horizontal dashed lines represent 
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Figure 21: The partial contributions to the total three-jet cross section are shown as a 
function of p;in, forµ= 3.5 TeV. Here, c.s. represents all subprocesses that are related by 
crossing symmetry. 
The qg ---+ qg* subprocess dominates over the range of interest, and qij_ ---+ gg* only 
contributes to the KK dijet cross section significantly for low Pr. The effect of varying 
Qin the SM for three jets resembles the effect for two jets to a large degree (Fig. 22). 
The calculation of the background for these three-jet final states is somewhat of 
an overestimate. For this signal, two of the jets come from the decay of an on-shell g*. 
Upon imposing the condition that two of the jets cluster around the g* mass for the 
SM background, the background to the signal ratio will be less. This was not imposed 
since it is not certain whether that will be possible to implement experimentally in 
the actual detection of the jets. If that is experimentally feasible, the background to 
sign1;1l ratio will be less. 
Double On-Shell g* Production. The same cuts are employed that were utilized 
for the single g* case. Illustrated in Fig. 23 are the four-jet KK cross sections for 1.0 
TeV::; µ::; 3.5 TeV , and p;•n ::; 1.5 TeV. High Pr cuts have a similar effect to that 
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Figure 22: The effect that variation of the choice of Q has on the SM three-jet background 
is shown as a function of the minimum transverse momentum, p;in. Here, p3r is the 
transverse momentum of one of the jets, Qsiit = J 52+5f.i~u2 , and values in TeV ( e.g., 3.5 
TeV) correspond to the choice of (constant) Q equal to a compactification scale at that 
particular scale. 
described for single g* production. The KK cross section is considerably smaller for 
double g* production as compared to the single g* case, which itself is much smaller 
than the dijet case: For double g* production, the KK cross section is too small to 
expect more than a couple of events per year for a compactification scale in excess 
of 3.5 TeV, regardless of the SM four-jet background. The subprocess with initial 
quarks is about a factor of 6 larger than the contribution from initial gluons, which 
can be explained by the fact that it is partially magnified by the factors of y2 in 
the q-q-g* vertices. Also, the production of two g*'s with different modes is negligible 
compared to the case when they have identical modes because there can not be a 
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Figure 23: The contributions of the double-on shell production of g*'s to the four-jet cross 
section at the LHC, u xx = u - u sM, are illustrated as a function of the minimum transverse 
momentum p:p•n for fixed values of the compactification scaleµ (top) and as a function of 
µ for fixed p:;.n (bottom). 
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EW Interactions 
Muon Pair Production and Bhabha Scattering. Muon pair production is among 
the best prospects for the indirect observation of KK excitations of the EW gauge 
bosons in e+e- processes because it can be measured with relatively high precision 
at present and upcoming colliders while still producing rather substantial deviations 
from the SM cross section in comparison with other processes. Muon pair production 
has already been investigated elsewhere in the literature [10] for the purpose of setting 
present and future e+ e- collider bounds. This process is primarily included here as 
a standard by which to compare the results for other processes, but it also serves 
as a check on these calculations. The first 100 KK excitations are included in this 
analysis for purely direct-channel processes and 25 KK excitations for processes with 
both direct- and cross-channel Feynman diagrams; in addition, e+e- collider energies 
are considered from LEP2 energies to 1.5 Te V and compactification scales up to 10 
TeV. 
The cross section for muon ( or tau) pair production is easily obtained via re-
placement of the usual SM propagator terms by the effective propagator terms of 
Eq. 48. Because the compactification scaleµ is a TeV or more and feasible values of 
...;'s for colliders in the present and not-too-distant future range up to about a TeV, 
the primary effect of the KK excitations of the EW gauge bosons arises from the 
interference of the n = 0 (SM) mode terms with the n > 0 (KK) mode terms. Since 
(s - mi-n>o) < 0 for the ranges ~f ...;'sandµ that are considered, the overall effect of 
the KK excitations is a reduction in the muon ( or tau) pair production cross section 
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as compared to the SM. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 24, where the ratio 
R = _!!__ = USM + UKK 
USM USM 
(71) 
is plotted for variation of compactification scale µ and collider energy vs in the 
\ 
ranges 1 TeV:::; µ:::; 10 TeV and 0.3 TeV:::; vs:::; 1.5 TeV. It is clear that a very 
precise measurement of the cross section (;S 6% uncertainty) is needed in order to 
observe a KK effect at a LEP2 collider running at vs= 200 GeV forµ ~ 2 TeV. 
However, the effect increases significantly for larger collider energies: For example, 
a compactification scale of 4 Te V produces an effect of only a few percent at LEP2 
energies, while it reduces the cross section by more than 30% at a TeV-scale e+e-
high-energy collider. 
Bhabha scattering involves the cross-channel exchanges of the 'Y and Z as well 
as the direct-channel exchanges of muon pair production. Again the primary effect 
can be attributed to the interference of the n = 0 mode with the n > 0 modes. 
However, although this interference causes a reduction in the direct-channel cross 
section ( i.e., muon pair production), it has the opposite effect in the cross-channel. 
These competing effects lead to a smaller overall effect of the KK excitations on 
Bhabha scattering as compared to muon pair production. This overall enhancement 
of the SM cross section is depicted in Fig. 25 for the same range of parameters as in 
the muon case. The enlargement of the SM cross section is less than 10% for µ > 3 
TeV or vs< 900 GeV. This makes Bhabha scattering considerably less attractive for 
observable effects of the KK states as compared to muon production. 
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Figure 24: . The contributions of the exchanges of 'Y:'s and Z:'s to muon (or tau) pair 
production are illustrated as a function of the compactification scale µ for fixed values of 
the collider energy vs (top), and as a function of vs for specific choices ofµ (bottom). 
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Figure 25: The same as Fig. 24, but for Bhabha scattering. 
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e+e- ~ qij_ over all quark flavors for which s > 4m~. Thus, top quark production is 
only included for vs > 350 Ge V. The standard top quark corrections are included 
in the cross section formulae, since the top quark mass is significant compared to vs 
for LEP energies, but note that the top quark mass is negligible in comparison to 
TeV-scale KK excitations. The KK excitations result in the same effectives-channel 
propagator expressions as in the case of muon pair production (Eq. 48); As a result, 
the ratio R is virtually identical in the two cases. The KK effect on dijet final state 
production is plotted in Fig. 26. As for muon production, a compactification scale 
of 3.5 Te V results in a reduction by 50% at a Te V-scale collider, by 12% for vs = 500 
GeV. 
Higgs Production. First, consider the associated SM production of the Higgs 
boson: e+e- -+ ZH. Here, the Z boson is taken to be produced on-shell. As 
discussed previously, the KK contribution is either zero or strongly suppressed due 
to KK number non-conservation unless the Higgs boson is confined to the SM three-
brane. The Z-z:-H coupling is non-zero in this situation because the corresponding 
term in the 5D Lagrangian density contains a delta function to constrain the Higgs 
boson to the SM wall. Therefore, the focus is on this scenario here. The effect of the 
KK excitations of the Z is described by the replacement of the SM direct-channel Z 
boson propagator by the effective propagator given in Eq. 48. Although tlie Higgs 
mass is important in limiting the available collider energy range and determining the 
numerical value of the SM cross section, it does not affect the ratio of the total cross 
section given by the sum of the SM and KK contributions to the SM cross section. 
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Figure 26: The same as Fig. 24, but for dijet production. 
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propagator from Eq. 48: 
00 , , r r * 2 1 ~ Sz.,.Szn + mzm ZmfflZ,. Zn 
R=IDeu(Z,s)I = 2 L- Czmcz .. (s2 +m2 r2 )(s2 +m2 r2 ) 
m,n=O Z.,,. Zm Z.,,. Zn Zn Zn 
(72) 
Thus, not only is the ratio R independent of the Higgs mass, it is also independent 
of the Higgs model ( to· the point where there are only exchanges of Z or z: bosons). 
For example, the ratio R is the same in the SUSY Higgs doublet case of e+ e- - Ah 
as in the SM case of e+e- - ZH. However, the total cross section depends on the 
Higgs model, and this plays a strong role in determining if the total cross section is 
significant enough to observe the Higgs boson(s) (and if so, if it is large enough to see 
a KK effect). 
The KK effect on Higgs production for processes (such as the SM and SUSY 
Higgs doublet cases discussed above) in which there are only exchanges of Z or z: 
bosons is shown in Fig. 27, where R is graphed as a function of the compactification 
scale µ and collider energy ../s for the same range of parameters as in the case of 
muon pair production. Although there are no photon exchanges in the Higgs case, 
the effect of KK excitations of the Z boson on Higgs production is almost identical 
to the KK effect on muon pair production. Lowest-lying KK excitations of the Z 
boson with masses of about 5 Te V cause a 20% reduction compared to the SM cross 
section for a collider energy of 1 TeV, whereas the reduction is only 5% at ../s = 500 
GeV, and only 2% at the LEP2 energies. However, a compactification scale of 3.5 
Te V produces at least a 10% effect at collider energies beginning at 400 Ge V; the 
reduction is about half for a 1 TeV energy collider. This reduction in the overall cross 
section as compared to the SM cross section also has a significant effect on the Higgs 
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Figure 27: The contributions of the exchanges of z:'s to Higgs production are illustrated 
as a function of the compactification scaleµ for fixed values of the collider energy vs (top), 
and as a function of vs for specific choices ofµ (bottom). 
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mass bound, and this is Higgs model-dependent. 
Neutrino Pair and Single Photon Production. First consider the case of neutrino 
pair production, e+ e- --+ Et v/iJt. The production of muon or tau neutrino pairs only 
consists of direct-channel Zand z: exchanges described by the effective propagator 
modulus-squared of Eq. 48, whereas the production of electron neutrino pairs also 
includes the cross-channel exchanges of W's and W,;'s. The modulus-squared of the 
effective propagator for this t-channel production involving W's and W;'s is the same 
as the s-channel production involving Z's and z:'s with the replacements Z--+ W 
and s --+ t. Similarly, the s-t interference is given by Eq. 49 with the replacement 
, - w. 
As in the case of Bhabha scattering, the effect of the direct-channel exchanges of 
the Z's and z:'s to reduce the cross section and the competing effect of the cross-
channel exchanges of the W's and W:'s to increase the cross section as compared 
to the SM results in a considerably smaller effect than processes such as muon pair 
production and dijet production where there are only s-channel exchanges of the EW 
gauge bosons. Although the s-channel KK effect to increase the cross section is larger 
than the t-channel KK counter-effect percentage-wise, the SM t-channel is dominant 
for neutrino pair production, which causes a slight increase in the cross section as 
compared to the SM. This is illustrated in Fig. 28, where the same ranges of the 
collider energy ..js and compactification scale µ are employed as in the case of muon 
pair production. The KK effect is smaller for neutrino pair production than for 
Bhabha scattering; also, there appears to be far less dependence on the variation of 
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Figure 28: The contributions of the exchanges of W.;'s and z:;, 's to neutrino pair production 
are illustrated as a function of the compactification scale µ for fixed values of the collider 
energy vs (top), and as a function of vs for specific choices of µ (bottom). 
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as high as a TeV. 
Single photon production via e+ e- ---? vfi7 is somewhat more complicated. Single 
photon production was considered in Ref. [27] in the context of Z' physics, where only 
the lowest-lying KK excitations of the W and Z bosons were included. Here, their 
results are extended to include the 25 lowest-lying states, but concede that the effect 
depends almost exclusively on the first few states, and primarily on the first. The 
diagrams for single photon production are the same as for neutrino pair production 
with a photon radiating off the incoming electron or positron or the internal W or 
w;. The effect of the KK excitations results in the same direct-channel effective 
propagator as the neutrino production case, and the same cross-channel effective 
propagator when the photon radiates off the incoming electron or positron. However, 
for the case where the photon radiates off the internal W or w;, a difference arises 
from the coupling of the photon to W's and W!'s. The 7-W-W! and 7-W:_-w;1m 
couplings are forbidden due to KK number non-conservation, as discussed in Section 
2. On the other hand, the diagram with the 7-W:-w: coupling has two propagators 
with KK excitations of the W boson, which are quite massive (TeV-scale). This 
suppresses the KK contribution from this diagram in comparison to the contributfons 
of the diagrams in which the photon radiates off either of the incoming particles. 
The overall KK effect on single photon production is very much similar to the 
KK effect on neutrino pair production. Graphically, the total KK contribution is 
shown in Fig. 29. Again, the enlargement of the SM cross section is very small. 
The single photon and neutrino pair production KK effects are almost identical for 
large collider energies"' 1 TeV, but the single photon case is more dependent on the 
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Figure 29: The same as Fig. 28, but for single photon production. 
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collider energy, resulting in an even smaller effect for LEP energies than the neutrino 
pair case. Again, the compactification scale must be quite small ~ 2 Te V in order to 
see even a 5% effect for a collider with very high energy (TeV-scale). 
UED Model 
QCD Interactions 
Stable KK Final States. For stable KK final states, the production cross sections 
for the set of subprocesses {j} enumerated previously are related to the squares of 
the amplitudes tabulated therein via: 
(73) 
where Sis a statistical factor (the number of identical final states) and Pn = 4M~/s. 
The first summation is over the subprocesses {j} tabulated in the previous section, 
while the second summation runs over all n for which pairs of final states with mass 
Mn can be produced for a given collider energy VS· The higher (n > 1) states produce 
only a slight effect (at the 1% level) due to their large mass.* The cross sections for 
the higher modes are easily computed from the cross section expression for the first 
mode by simply replacing the mass of the first mode with that of the higher mode, 
which includes adjusting the scale Q to correspond to the higher mass. 
*Furthermore, Q = mn for the n > 1 modes exceeds the compactification scale µ, for which the 
running of a 8 (Q) transforms from a logarithmic to a power law behavior [21]. This has the effect of 
reducing the contributions of the higher order modes [22] to the total cross sections even further. 
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The cross sections in Eq. 73 are evaluated with the CTEQ5 distribution func-
tions [25] and Q = Mn in the parton luminosity. In Fig. 30, the cross section is 
presented for the production of two stable KK final states for a given first excited KK 
mass M = µ = l/ Rat the Tevatron proton-antiproton collider. In addition to the to-
tal cross section, the contributions of KK gluon pair, KK quark-gluon, and KK quark 
pair production are plotted. For the case of double KK quark production, the final 
state consists of light quark KK excitations, but not the top quark, which can decay 
( e.g., t1 - Wi'~b). The production of KK quark pairs is dominant (not as much 
because the cross section for a specific process is much higher, but because there 
are many more processes involved), while the KK gluon pair and KK quark-gluon 
production rates are comparable. 
Stable, slowly moving KK quarks produced at colliders will hadronize, producing 
high-ionization tracks. The production of heavy, charged stable particles will pro-
duce a clear signal of new physics. They will appear as a heavy replica of the light 
SM quarks, with both up- and down-type quark charges, but with two KK quarks 
corresponding to each SM quark. 
At the Tevatron Run I, searches for heavy stable quarks [28] have set an upper 
limit of about 1 pb on the production cross section of such particles (for a mass range 
between 200 and 250 Ge V). Using a naive extrapolation of the limits presented in 
Ref. [28] to higher mass values, a lower bound is estimated on the first excited KK 
mass of about 350 GeV (in agreement with Ref. [13]). For the projected initial (final) 
Run II ( vs = 2 TeV) integrated luminosity, which will yield 2 (15) events for each 
10-3 pb of cross section, 100 events would be produced for a compactification scale of 
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Figure 30: The cross section for the production of two stable KK final states is shown 
as a function of the KK mass for Tevatron Run I (top) and II (bottom). The solid curve 
corresponds to the total contribution, while the dashed lines represent the partial contribu-
tions of KK quark pair (D), KK quark-gluon (ii), and KK gluon pair (v) production. Also 
shown is top production{+), which features a different collider signature (namely, the top 
will subsequently decay into additional states). Solid horizontal lines mark 100 events at 
the initial and final projected luminosities for Run II. 
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Figure 31: The same as Fig. 30, but for the LHC. The solid horizontal line represents 100 
annual events at the projected luminosity. 
450 GeV (550 GeV). In order to set definite limits on the mass of KK excitations at 
Run II, an analysis similar to the one performed for Run I is needed. An estimate of 
the Run II reach can be made by assuming that the limit on the heavy stable quarks 
production cross-section is driven by statistics. In this case, an improvement of around 
a factor of 10 can be expected in this limit, to 0.1 pb. Then, the nonobservation of 
. heavy stable quarks would raise the lower bound for the mass of the first KK mode 
in the universal scenario to around 450 GeV. 
Much better prospects for the discovery of KK fields may be found at the LHC 
proton-proton collider, where the anticipated annual luminosity is 105 pb-1. The 
cross-sections for the production rate of two stable KK excitations at the LHC energy 
are illustrated in Fig. 31. A dedicated study is required to find the exact reach of 
the LHC in this case, but, by requiring at least 100 events to be produced, it can be 
estimated that the LHC will discover the first stable KK excitations if their mass is 
smaller than about 3 TeV. 
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Thus, stable KK quarks and gluons of the UED scenario will either be discovered 
at the Tevatron Run II or the LHC, or the lower bound on their masses will be 
raised to around 450 Ge V or 3 Te V, respectively. However, cosmological constraints 
require new physics to explain the existence of stable KK excitations in this mass 
range. This cosmological restriction can be lifted via a new physics mechanism that 
causes the lowest-lying KK excitations to have a lifetime that is short compared to 
the cosmological scale. This possibility is now the focus. 
Decaying KK Final States. The collider signature for the production and decay 
of gluon or light quark (except the top) KK excitations in this model is SM dijet 
production with missing energy carried off by the gravitons. This production rate is 
related to the cross sections for the stable case and the differential branching fractions 
of the decaying KK states via: 
" _ dfA dfB 
dCTtot = L-dCTprod(pp- AB) r r· 
AB A B 
' 
(74) 
The sum is over the KK intermediate states, denoted by A and B. The spin correla-
tions are not taken into account. The top case will be discussed separately. 
Consider the following two distributions of experimental interest in Fig. 32: the 
two-jets + missing energy cross-section as a function of the minimum transverse 
momentum, p:;in, of the jets (top), and the cross-section as a function of the missing 
transverse momentum, I i>r I (bottom). The dependence of these distributions 
on the number of extra dimensions in which gravity propagates ( or on the decay 
mechanism) is encoded in the mass distributions of the gravitons which mediate this 
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Figure 32: The total cross section for the dijet production plus missing energy from decay-
ing KK final states (top) and the missing transverse momentum I.PT! distribution (bottom) 
are shown for 2, 4, and 6 extra dimensions. The compactification scale is 1 TeV in the 
bottom figure, while 1 and 2 TeV are shown in the top figure. No cuts are implemented 
in these graphs, such that the total area under each curve is equal in the bottom graph. 
(However, all cuts are implemented in the following figures.) 
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gravitons, the distributions will look like the curves corresponding to N = 2 in Fig. 32. 
Conversely, in the case when the KK particles decay to heavy gravitons, these will 
take almost all available momentum, leaving very little for the two observable jets. 
Hence, the cross section drops faster with increasing minimum transverse momentum, 
p;in, and the missing transverse momentum, IJr~ distribution shifts toward zero with 
the increase in N. Signals for decays mediated by a different mechanism will fit 
somewhere among these curves, depending on what fraction of the decays favor light 
versus heavy gravitons. 
The dependence of the cross section on the mass of the KK excitations for different 
Pr cuts is shown in Fig. 33 for the Tevatron Run II and Fig. 34 for the LHC. For 
illustration, the values of N = 2 and N = 6 for the number of extra dimensions have 
been used. Note that the case N = 6 is the least favorable to direct observation, since 
the heavier the graviton mass, the lower the transverse momentum of the quark or 
gluon jets will be. Beside the cuts specified in the figure, the additional requirement 
is imposed that the rapidity be limited to the range I y I ::s; 2.5, and the two observable 
jets be separated by a cone of radius larger than R = J(b,.¢)2 + (b,,.17)2 = 0.4, where 
</> is the azimuthal angle and 1J is the pseudorapidity, which is related to the polar 
angle 0 via 17 = - ln tan(0 /2). Requiring for direct observation at least 100 events 
with Pr > 50 GeV at the Tevatron and Pr > 400 GeV at the LHC, respectively, it 
is seen that the Tevatron reach extends to about 550 GeV, while at the LHC KK 
excitations can be discovered in this model for values of the compactification scale as 
high as 3 TeV. It is assumed here that cuts on missing transverse momentum (Fig. 35) 
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Figure 33: The total cross section for the dijet production plus missing energy from decay-
ing KK final states at the Tevatron Run II energy is illustrated as a function ofµ for fixed 
p:pin (top) and as a function of the minimum transverse momentum p:pin for fixed values of 
the compactification scale µ (bottom). Solid horizontal lines mark 100 events at the initial 
and final projected luminosities. In this and the following figures, cuts on the pT, rapidity, 
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Figure 34: The same as Fig. 33, but for the LHC. The solid horizontal line marks 100 
annual events at the projected luminosity. 
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Figure 35: The missing transverse momentum distribution is illustrated for Run II of 
the Tevatron (top) and the LHC (bottom). The three curves represent 2, 4, and 6 extra 
dimensions. By I Jr I is denoted the vectorial sum of the transverse momentum of the two 
emitted gravitons ( which is equal and opposite to that of the quarks). The compactification 
scale and minimum transverse momentum are 400 Ge V and 50 Ge V for the Tevatron and 
1 TeV and 200 GeV for the LHC, respectively. 
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Signal (events) 
p:;•n Background M= 1 TeV M= 2 TeV M=3 TeV 
(GeV) (events) N=2 N=6 N=2 N=6 N=2 N=6 
100 3 X 106 1 X 106 9 X 105 7 X 1()3 6 X 103 84 80 
200 2 X 105 9 X 105 2 X 105 6 X 1Q3 4 X 103 80 65 
300 9 X 1Q3 4 X 105 . 4 X 1Q4 5 X 103 3 X 103 73 50 
400 1 X 103 1 X 105 2 X 103 4 X 1Q3 1 X 103 65 34 
500 2 X 102 5 X 104 2 X 102 3 X 103 4 X 102 58 20 
600 4 X 10 6 X 102 3 X 10 2 X 1Q3 1 X 102 50 10 
Table 2: SM background [29] and UED signals with PT > p;•n and I JT I > 2 p;•n for 105 
pb-1 at the LHC. 
Presented here are some comments on the SM background. There are many SM 
processes which can give rise to a dijet signal with missing energy. Some examples 
include WZ, ZZ, qqZ, and tt production, where neutrinos arising from Zand W, 
for example, carry off the missing energy; also 2 .- 2 QCD processes with missing 
energy due to the mis-measurement of jet energies. Of course, cuts on the minimum 
pT of the jets and on the missing transverse energy can be implemented to greatly 
improve the signal-to-background ratio. A complete analysis of SM backgrounds 
(including the optimization of cuts) is beyond the purpose of this paper. However, 
for illustration, consider the specific cuts in Table 2. For example, for p:;•n = 600 GeV 
and IJTI > 1200 GeV at the LHC, the SM background has been evaluated in Ref. [29) 
to be ,.._, 40 events for 105 pb-1 luminosity, while the signal would be 600, 2000, and 
50 events for N = 2 and compactification scale M = 1, 2, and 3 TeV, respectively. 
For N = 6, the signal would be 30, 130 and 10 events, for the same values of M. 
The signal is larger or comparable with the background in almost all of these cases 
( N = 6, M = 3 Te V is borderline). Moreover, these cuts can be optimized in order 
to enhance the signal-to-background ratio: For example, in the case of M = 1 TeV, 
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the 1200 GeV cut on the missing transverse energy is too hard (this is why so few 
events remain), and by relaxing it the signal can be increased substantially. 
Finally, consider the production and decay of KK excitations of the top quark. 
As seen from Fig.'s 30-31, the cross-section for this process is less than 1% than the 
total KK excitation production cross-section. However, if the mass of first KK tower 
is smaller than about 1 Te V, there will be of order 104 KK top pair events produced 
at the LHC. Unlike the light quark KK excitations, the t• can also decay to W+*b. 
Forµ < 1 TeV, the decay to W+*b is dominant (unless N = 2; in this case, it is 
necessary to demand thatµ< 0.4 TeV). Furthermore, the W+* can decay either into 
W + graviton, in which case the signal for this process will be bbW+w- in the final 
state, plus missing energy; or into d·u, for example, in which case the signal could be 
two b jets plus four light quark jets plus missing energy. 
EW Interactions 
Stable KK Final States. The cross section for the production of two stable KK 
final states for a given first excited KK mass M = µ = l/ Rat the LHC is illustrated in 
Fig. 36 for a variety of EW processes. The contributions of KK photon pair, photon-
quark, and photon-gluon production are plotted. The heavier KK excitations, such as 
the Z boson, will subsequently decay into lighter KK states. The production of a KK 
photon and KK jet is dominant compared to double KK photon production because 
the former has a strong coupling from the gluon that is present in the interaction. 
The production of heavy, charged stable particles will produce a clear signal of new 
physics. 
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Decaying KK Final States. The dependence of the single and double photon cross 
sections on the mass of the KK excitations for ~ = 6 is also shown in Fig. 36 for the 
LHC. Requiring for direct observation at least 100 events with pT > 400 GeV at the 
LHC, the LHC can probe up to 1300-1400 GeV for KK excitations in EW processes. 
Implementing additional cuts on missing transverse momentum, the EW processes 
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Figure 36: The cross section for the production of two stable (top) and decaying (bottom) 
KK EW final states is shown as a function of the KK mass for the LHC. The contributions 
of KK photon-quark (•), photon-gluon (•), and photon pair (+) production are shown. 






Results. In this work, the phenomenology of a class of string-inspired models has 
been investigated in which the SM gauge bosons can propagate into one TeV-scale 
extra dimension. Specifically, the effects that the KK excitations of the gluons have 
on multijet final states have been calculated at very high energy hadronic colliders 
such as the LHC or upgraded Tevatron Run 2. 
At the LHC ( v's = 14 TeV), a large enhancement was found, relative to the SM, 
of the di jet cross sections at high pT, while at the upgraded Tevatron a considerably 
smaller effect was found. The effect is observable at the LHC for a compactification 
scaleµ ;S 7 TeV, for a wide range of very high pT. For example, with a minimum pT 
for each of the jets of 2 TeV, the dijet cross section is about three times larger than 
that of the SM forµ= 5 TeV. Thus, the measurements of the dijet cross sections at 
the LHC will either discover the indirect effects of the KK modes of the gluons or set 
a bound on µ of about 7 Te V, which is significantly higher than the current bound of 
about 2 TeV. The effect is much less discernible at the upgraded Tevatron, and will 
not be observed for µ ~ 2 Te V. For three jets in the final state, in which two of the jets 
are the decay products of an on-shell g*, at high pT at the LHC, the KK enhancement 
over the SM cross sections is much smaller than for the dijet case. For example, with 
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a minimum Pr of each of the jets of 1.5 TeV, the cross section is enhanced only by 
about 100% forµ= 3 TeV. Although the dijet effect is much greater, three-jet final 
state measurements can offer additional confirming information if a large effect is seen 
in dijet final state measurements. For four jets in the final state from double on-shell 
g* production, again the cross sections are rather small unlessµ ::S 2.5 TeV. 
Mass Reconstruction. In the case of single or double on-shell g* production leading 
to three or four jets, respectively, in the final state, the on-shell g*'s subsequently 
decay primarily (the exceptions involve loop corrections) to quark and anti-quark 
pairs. These quark and anti-quark decay products will have very high Pr because the 
mass of the g* is quite high (some multiple of the compactification scale, which is at 
least a Te V). If the invariant mass of the parent particle can be reconstructed using 
the measured high Pr of the jets, then that will be the clear signal of the first KK 
excitation of the gluons. In the three-jet case, such reconstruction must be done for 
each pair-wise configuration. Thus, for three jets in the final state, although the total 
cross section is not much larger than the SM background, such an invariant mass 
peak could potentially stand well above. the SM background. 
Uncertainties. Now, a discussion of some of the uncertainties in the calculations 
and results is presented. Firstly, in the parton distribution function fa; A (x A, Q) and 
the strong coupling a 8 (Q), the results are somewhat sensitive to the choice of the 
scale Q. The choice Q = pT was made for the SM background as well as for the 
KK contribution to the dijet signal, and Q = mn ( i.e., the mass of the g*) for single 
and double g* production. The scale Q was varied from Pr/2 to 2pT for two or three 
jets in the final state for the SM background, and found an enhancement of about 
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40% for pT/2 and a reduction of about 30% for 2pr compared to Q = Vi·· Thus, if 
the KK effect does not exceed the SM background significantly, it may be difficult 
to discern in light of the uncertainty arising from the choice of Q. However, for two 
jets only, the same value for Q was employed in the KK and SM cases, such that this 
uncertainty has less relative effect on the ratio R. Therefore, R can be somewhat 
smaller for two jets than three or more jets and still provide indirect evidence of 
KK excitations of the gluons. Secondly, in the calculations of three- and four-jet 
cross sections, only the production of g*'s on-shell and their subsequent decays was 
considered. Not included were those diagrams involving virtual g*'s. Such virtual 
g* contributions will naturally be small because they are higher order in the strong 
coupling constant a 8 (Q). However, there are many virtual g* diagrams (especially for 
four-jet diagrams) which may lead to a sizeable total contribution. Inclusion of these 
virtual g* diagrams would enhance the three- and four-jet signals, thereby producing 
a somewhat greater effect. Finally, the running of the strong coupling constant a 8 ( Q) 
was evaluated with the usual logarithmic behavior of the SM. This is fine for Q ~ µ, 
but when Q >µ,the decrease is a power law behavior, in which case a 8 (Q) would be 
somewhat smaller. However, since in most of these calculations, the scale Q ( which 
is equal to Pr in the dijet case and mn otherwise) is less than µ or does not exceed µ 
by much, the net effect would be only a relatively small reduction of these calculated 
cross sections (in this scenario with only one extra dimension). 
Signatures Finally addressed is the issue of how to distinguish the signal due to 
KK excitations from other new physics that might produce a similar collider signal. 
For example, the colorons [30] in the top color model produce effects similar to those 
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of the KK excitations of the gluons. The eight colorons are like eight heavy gluons 
with the same mass, whereas, in the KK case, there is an infinite tower of increasing 
masses, mn = nµ (n = 1, 2, ... ). One important distinguishing feature between the 
two cases is the difference in the details of the decay modes of the colorons and the 
KK excitations of the gluons. While the branching ratios of the KK g*'s to the various 
quark flavors are identical, the branching ratios of the coloron to various flavors of 
quarks (q/Ji, i E {u,d,c,s,t,b}) depends on the mixing angle between the two SU(3)'s, 
SU(3)I and SU(3)u. In the limit of zero mixing angle, the colorons couple only to tt 
and bb. Thus, while the KK g*'s decay equally to various quark flavors, the coloron 
decay is flavor-dependent. In the small mixing case, the dominant decays will be to 
tt and bb. For the tt decay, the PT of the jets coming from the subsequent decay of 
the top quark will be reduced. Thus, the dijet signal at very high pT would be much 
stronger in the KK case than in the coloron case. 
EW Interactions 
Results. Investigated here was the phenomenology of the KK excitations of the 
EW gauge bosons for a class of string-inspired models in which the SM gauge bosons 
propagate into one Te V-scale compact extra dimension, but where the SM particles 
are confined to the usual SM three-brane. Specifically, the effects that these KK 
excitations have on the cross sections for various processes at present and future high 
energy e+ e- colliders were examined. Included in this study were Bhabha scattering 
and muon pair production, dijet production, Higgs production, and neutrino pair 
and single photon production. Exclusively direct-channel processes, namely, muon, 
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dijet, and Higgs production, produced a considerably greater effect than processes 
with both direct- and .cross-channel Feynman diagrams, i.e. Bhabha scattering and 
neutrino and single photon production. This is due to the competing effects of the 
effective propagators for s-channel exchanges and t-channel exchanges: The primary 
effect of the KK excitations arises from the interference of the n = 0 (SM) mode 
exchanges with the n > 0 (KK) mode exchanges, which results in a reduction of the 
modulus-squared of the effective propagator and thus the corresponding amplitude-
squared for direct-channel exchanges, and an opposing enlargement for cross-channel 
.exchanges and the s-t interference. 
The KK excitations of the EW gauge bosons would be particularly elusive for 
detection at LEP2 energies, where the largest effect for the processes that were exam-
ined is below 6% for even small compactification scales such as "' 2 Te V and below 
3% for compactification scales of,...., 3.5 TeV. Thus, quite precise measurements as well 
as very low compactification scales would be necessary for hints of KK excitations of 
the EW gauge bosons at LEP energies. However, the effects are considerably greater 
for prospective high energy colliders. For example, a 500 Ge V collider can see about 
a 20% reduction in the cross section for muon pair production compared to the SM 
if the lowest-lying KK excitations have masses of ,...., 3 TeV, and a 10% reduction 
for KK masses starting at ,.._, 4 TeV. A very high energy (TeV) collider could probe 
compactification scales up to 5 TeV and find a 20% effect, and up to 7 TeV with a 
10% effect; meanwhile, a smaller compactification scale of 3 Te V reduces the cross 
section by half compared to the SM background. 
It was found that the KK excitations of the EW gauge bosons could play an 
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important role on the discovery of the Higgs by enhancing the Higgs production cross 
section significantly. This is true for a Higgs boson that is confined to the SM three-
brane, else the coupling of the Higgs to a single KK excitation of a gauge boson is 
zero. 
Signatures. Addressed here are the differences between KK excitations and other 
new physics that might produce a similar collider signal. In particular, W' and Z' 
physics produce the same effects as the lowest-lying KK excitations of the Wand the 
Z, except that the couplings of the W' and Z' to fermions can be different, and there 
are no restrictions on how many W"s and/ or Z''s can couple to SM gauge bosons. 
Although the KK case involves an infinite tower of W:'s and z:'s, the primary effect 
arises from the interference between the n = 0 (SM) and n = 1 (KK) modes, which 
is exactly the effect of the W' and Z'. In the case of multiple Z"s, for example, if 
the various Z''s have masses that are not integral multiples of the smallest Z' mass, 
then this would clearly be different from the KK tower formed by a SM Z boson 
that propagates into one extra dimension. Also, there has been abundant interest 
in Z' models with restricted couplings to fermions, such as leptophobic Z''s that 
couple to quarks but not to leptons, which seek to explain discrepancies between 
SM theoretical predictions and experimental measurements for particular processes 
without destroying fine agreement with processes such as charged lepton production at 
the Z pole. In these cases, the couplings are different from the KK model considered 
here, where the KK excitations couple to all fermions with a v'2 relative to the SM 
couplings. However, it is also possible to construct models in which some fermions 
see extra dimensions while others do not. For example, if the leptons see an extra 
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dimension while the quarks are confined to the usual SM wall, then the situation will 
mimic the behavior of leptophobic Z' physics for e+ e- processes. t Finally considered 
was a model in which all of the EW gauge bosons propagate into the same extra 
dimension. In this case, if there is a Zt with a mass of 3 TeV, then there are also 
,t's and W{'s with masses that are approximately 3 TeV as well. However, it is also 
possible that the various EW gauge bosons propagate into different extra dimensions 
with different compactification scales, or that some do not see extra dimensions at 
all. All in all, there is are several differences between the KK and Z' effects that can 
be calculated for various processes, but the general behavior is quite similar. The 
chief test would come from very high energy colliders. If a Z' or Z* is detected, then 
a search at twice that scale that fails to find a z: would clearly reveal that it is a Z' 
and not a Z*, and a search that finds a z; at the correct scale only leaves a small 
probability that this is coincidentally a second Z' with twice the mass of the first (in 
which case a search at three times the first scale could reduce this probability even 
further or decide in favor of the Z'). 
UED Model 
QCD Interactions 
Results. In this work, investigated in detail was the phenomenology of the UED 
model, which is a class a class of string-inspired models in which all of the SM fields 
can propagate into one Te V-scale extra dimension. Specifically, the effects that the 
tFor this KK case, the eq-+ z:-+ eq cross-channel process does not vanish, whereas a Z' can 
not couple to the leptons. 
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KK excitations of the quarks and gluons have on multijet final states were calculated 
at high energy hadronic colliders including the LHC and Tevatron Runs I and II. These 
calculations were performed for the case where the lowest-lying KK excitations of the 
light quarks and gluons are stable, as well as the case where they decay within the 
detector. For the decaying scenario, a scenario was examined in the context of a fat 
brane that may provide enough KK number violation to accommodate lifetimes that 
would be consistent with cosmological observations without resulting in a significant 
production rate for single KK final states. Presented was a detailed evaluation for 
the fat brane scenario, and also illustrated was the dependence of these results on the 
decay structure. 
These results for proton-proton collisions at the Tevatron Run I place the mass 
bound for the first excited KK states at 350-400 Ge V. For the Run n energies, the 
mass bound can be raised to 450-550 GeV. Proton-antiproton collisions at the LHC 
energy can probe much further: UED KK excitations will either be discovered or the 
mass limit will be raised to about 3 Te V. If the UED compactification scale is less than 
1.5 TeV, then at the LHC energy it may be possible to see the first two KK excitations 
of the quarks and gluons, thereby uniquely establishing the extra-dimensional nature 
of the new physics. 
Signatures. The signatures of the production of UED KK excitations will be 
vastly different for short-lived and long-lived states. Stable, slowly moving KK quarks 
produced at colliders will hadronize, resulting in tracks with high ionization. The 
production of heavy, charged stable particles will produce a clear signal of new physics. 
They will appear as a heavy replica of the light SM quarks, with both up- and down-
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type quark charges, but with two KK quarks corresponding to each SM quark. The 
two towers, q:and q~, will be polarized with opposite chirality for all cross-channel 
processes due to Z2 parity conservation. If the KK excitations of the light quarks 
and gluons are short-lived, then the signal will be SM dijet production with missing 
energy carried off by the emitted gravitons. This missing energy significantly reduces 
the SM background. The production of the lowest-lying KK excitations of the gluons 
and light quarks gives rise to only dijets plus missing energy (due to the escaping 
gravitons), and no multi jet signals ( at order o:1). Such final states will distinguish 
this new physics from supersymmetry, which will produce multijet final states in 
addition to dijets. 
EW Interactions. 
Results. The cross sections for EW processes producing KK final states at the 
LHC were calculated. For the case where the lowest-lying KK excitations are stable, 
the LHC will be able to probe up to 1500 GeV. For the case where they can decay, 
the fat brane scenario was adopted for the purpose of illustration, in which the LHC 
can probe up to 1300-1400 GeV for single or double photon events. While the LHC 
can probe further for QCD interactions than EW interactions, the EW processes can 
offer additional information if universal extra dimensions are detected, and may offer 
a cleaner signal relative to the SM background. 
Signatures. The experimental signatures are similar for the QCD and EW pro-
cesses. The production of heavy, stable, slowly moving charged particles will be a 
clear sign of new physics if the lowest-lying KK excitations are stable. For the de-
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caying case, the formalism is quite similar, but the final states and corresponding 
backgrounds are different. In the EW case, events with fewer than two jets may 
produce a clearer signal than in the QCD case. In either case, the missing energy 
distribution will help to filter out the SM backgrounds. 
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APPENDIX A 
QCD Interactions in the Fermi-Phobic Model 
Effective 4D Lagrangian 
5D Lagrangian. The generalization of the 4D SM Lagrangian density to the 5D 
Lagrangian density leads to 5D gluon field strength tensors Ff1N = 8MA'1-8NAM -
Cs= -¾FfmFMNa + iq7PDµq6(y) 
= _! (~ Fµva + 2?. Fµ4a) 4 µv µ4 (75) 
where g5 is the 5D strong coupling, AM is the 5D gluon field, a,b,c are the usual gluon 
color indices, Dµ is the usual 4D covariant derivative, µ,v are the usual 4D space-time 
indices, M,N E {O, 1, ... ,4} are 5D space-time indices, and 6(y) represents that the 
SM fermions are localized in the D3 brane with y = 0. The terms representing the 
kinetic energy and interactions between the g and g* fields arise from the contraction 
of the F,;v's: 
(76) 
Similarly, the mass terms for the g:'s stem from the contraction of the F~'s: 
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(77) 
where the gauge choice A4 = 0 has been imposed. The remaining interaction of the 
g*'s involves the quark fields and is governed by the term in Eq. (75) involving the 
covariant derivative. 
Compactification. Consider compactification on a S 1 / Z2 orbifold and make the 
identification y - -y such that A:(x,-y) = A:(x,y). The fields A:(x,y) can then 
be Fourier expanded in terms of the compactified dimension y = r</> as 
A:(x, y) = ~ [A;;,(x) + '&,_ A;:,,(x) cos(nql)] , (78) 
where the normalization of Ag(x) for the gluon field is one-half that of A~(x) for the 
KK excitations. 
QCD Interactions 
Mass Term. Integration over the compactified dimension y then gives the effective 
4D theory. The terms from the integration of -¼ Ff:vFµva over y that are quadratic 
in the fields A:(x, y) give rise to kinetic energy terms in the effective 4D Lagrangian 
density of the form 
'Irr 
-¾ j 8µA:(x, y)lJIL Ava(x, y)dy = -¾ [aµA~(x)8µ A~a(x) 
0 
+ ~ f: 8µA:n(x)8µA:a(x)]. (79) 
n=l 
It is then necessary to rescale the fields as 
Aa ( ) A' a ( ) Aa ( ) A' a ( ) A:n ( X) µ0X - µ0X, µnX - µnX = In · v2 
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(80) 
in order to canonically normalize the kinetic energy terms. Therefore, the mass 
and interaction terms must be expressed in terms of the rescaled fields, A':O(x) and 
A':n(x). The masses of the KK excitations of the gluons arise from the integration 
of ~Fµ4o. over y: 
'll"T 2 00 
-¼ J a4A:(x, y)a4 AIML(x, y)dy = -½ ;2 L A1:n(x)A1~(x). (81) 
0 n=l 
The mass of the u: is then identified as 771.n = nµ, where µ is the compactifi.cation 
scale (µ = 1/r). 
· Feynman Rules. The Feynman rules for vertices involving g*'s follow from the 
interaction terms. The interactions of the g*'s with the quark fields originate from 
the term in the 5D Lagrangian density involving the covariant derivative. The delta 
function, which constrains the quark fields to the wall, takes care of the integration. 
Thus, the q-ij_-g* vertex receives a factor of J2, compared to the SM q-ij_-g vertex, 
from the rescaling of the A:n field: 
-iAq-ij-g* = -i../2.Aq-ij-g, (82) 
where the 4D strong coupling constant g is related to g5 by g = g5 / yfirr. Interactions 
between g's and g*'s are somewhat more involved. The cubic interaction terms in the 
effective 4D Lagrangian density are 
'll"T 
-i½us fabc J At(x, y)A~(x, y) [ aµ Ava(x, y) - av AIML(x, y)] dy 
0 
= -½utabc{ A'~(x)A'~(x) [~ A'~a(x) - av At'(x)] 
00 
+ 3A'!o(x) L A'~n(x) [~ A':a(x) - av A1~(x)] (83) 
n=l 
00 
+ ~ L A1!n(x)A1~[81-'A1;a(x)-lYA1:°(x)]'5t,±m±n}, 
n,m,l=l 
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where the following notation is introduced: The Kronecker /J with ± 's represents the 
summation over all of the Kronecker /J's that can be constructed by permuting the 
+ and - signs ( e.g., t>.e,±m±n = t>.e,m+n + t>.e,m-n + /J.e,n-m + <5.e,-m-n)- These cubic 




-iA9*-g* ~9* = -i-A--9 , 
n ,n l=±nl 2 " " 
for n -=/- m. Similarly, the quartic interaction terms in the effective 4D Lagrangian 
density are 
'll"r 
-¼u; fabc fade f A~(x, y)A:(x, y)Aµd(x, y)Ave(x, y)dy 
0 
= -¼g2 fabc fade [A1~(x)A1~(x)A1t:'1(x)A'~e(x) 
00 
+ 6A1~(x)A1~(x) LA1!:1(x)A':e(x) 
n=l 
00 
+ ~A'~(x) L A1~(x)A1:'(x)A1?(x)t>.e,±m±n 
n,m,l=l 
+ ½ f A1!n(x)A1:m(x)A1:'1(x)Ate(x)t>k,±m±n±.e]. 
n,m,l,k=l 
The Feynman rules for quadruple vertices involving KK excitations are then 
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(85) 
-iAg-g-g-:,_-g-:,_ = -iAg-g-g-g 
-iAg-g-:,_-g-:,_-g;n 
. 1 A 
-i v'2 g-g-g-g 
-iAg-g*-g*-g* n n f,n±n[ 
.IA = -i v'2 g-g-g-g 
-iAg-:,_-g-:,_-g-:,_-g-:,_ = -i~Ag-g-g-g 
-iAg*-g*-g*-g* 
.1 
(86) = -z2Ag-g-g-g n n n 3n 
-iAg-:,_-g-:,_-g:,.-g:,. = -iAg-g-g-g 
-iAg*-g*-g* -g* 
.1 
= -i 2 Ag-g-g-g n n ,n [2n±,nf 
-iAg*-g* -g*-g* 
1 . 
= -i 2 Ag-g-g-g , n ,n l \l±,n±n\ 
for n =Im =If. The relative coupling strengths are summarized in Fig. 1. 
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APPENDIX B 
QCD Interactions in the UED Model 
Effective 4D Lagrangian 
Procedure. The starting point is the UED 5D Lagrangian density. The procedure 
for obtaining the effective 4D theory is to Fourier expand the 5D fields in terms of the 
extra dimension y, and then integrate over y. Here, the mass contributions to the KK 
excitations will be obtained from their kinetic terms as well as their interactions with 
the Higgs potential. The complete set of interactions between the KK excitations of 
the quarks and gluons will then be derived. Purely gluonic interactions were described 
elaborately in the context of the fermi-phobic scenario, and apply here as well. 
Compactification. Each of the 5D multiplets Q(x,y), U(x,y), and D(x,y) can be 
Fourier expanded in terms of the compactified dimension y, restricted in an Si/Z2 
orbifold, as 
Q(x,y) = kj(u(x))+J2f [QL(x)cos (';) + Qiz(x) sin (11) ]l (87) 
d(x) n=l 
L 
U(x, y) = k{ un(x) +V2 t, [ if,;(x) cos en + U}'.(x) sin cm} (88) 
D(x, y) = k{ dn(x) +V2 t, [ DR(x) cos (':) + D,'.(x) sin (1) J} . (89) 
where Qi,,R(x) = ½(l=F-y5)q!(x) as in Eq. 22 and 75 is the usual 4D Dirac matrix. Note 
that the decomposition in Eq.'s ??-?? gives the correct'SM zero mode chiral stn1cture 




Under the transformation y - -y, the decomposed gluon fields transform as 
A:(x, -y) = A:(x, y) and A4(x, -y) = -A4(x, y). Notice that Z2 parity and KK 
numper are conserved in the interactions involving the gauge fields and fermions. The 
choice is made to work in the unitary gauge, where the gauge choice A4n(x) = 0 [18] 
' 
can be applied. 
QCD Interactions 
Mass Matrix. The primary contribution to the KK masses stems from the kinetic 
term in the Lagrangian density: 
£,5 = iQ(x, y) {rM [8M + ig/I'0 AM(x, y)]} Q(x, y). (92) 
There are similar terms for the other 5D multiplets. Here, g5 is the 5D strong coupling 
and Mis the 5D analog of the Lorentz indexµ, i.e., ME {µ,4}. Integration of the 
kinetic terms in Eq. (92) over the compactified dimension y results in: 
d~ [ _ · (u(x)) 




+ L Qi,(x),'-'8µQj,(x) + Q'k(x),'-'8µQR.(x) 
n=l 
+ i ;Qi,(x)Q'k(x) + i ;Q'k(x)Qi,(x)] . 
(93) 
There are similar expressions for the U(x, y) and D(x, y) multiplets. The mass of the 
KK excitations are identified as nµ, where µ is the compactification scale (µ = 1 / R). 
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Thus, in the absence of the Higgs mechanism, the KK excitations have masses given 
by Mn = n/ R = nµ. The corresponding mass matrix is: 
( 
.!!.. 0 ) ( Qn(x)) 
(Qn(x), Un(x)) R ' 
0 -i un(x) 
where Qn(x) represents the upper component of the doublet, with charge 2/3. Note 
that there is no mixing between the different KK levels, i.e., between Qn(x) and 
Additional mass contributions arise from the Yukawa couplings of the 5D quark 
multiplets via the Higgs VEV's: 
'lrR 
i j [A! Q(x, y)iu2H*(x, y)U(x, y) + >.~Q(x, y)H(x, y)D(x, y) + h.c.] dy = 
0 
i { M. [u(x)u(x) + t. [Ql'.(x)UJ;(x) + Qj\(x)U£(x)]] (94) 
+ ,\,, [ il(x )u(x)h(x) + t. [ <:n (x )UJ;(x) + Qi\(x )U£(x) J h(x)] + Ad terms} , 
where Au= >.!/,J,;'li, and Mu - Au<H>. The (Qn(x), un(x)) mass matrix, including 
these Yukawa contributions as well as the kinetic terms, is: 
(Qn(x), if'(.x)) ( i Mu ) ( <:;r(x)) 
Mu -i un(x) 
The eigenvalues of the this mass matrix give the net mass Mn of the KK modes 
in terms of the mass of the corresponding quark field Mq and the mass from the 
compactification n / R: 
(95) 
The un(x) field is redefined by un(x) -+ 1sUn(x). In the subsequent calculations, 
the SM quark masses are neglected except for the top mass Mt. 
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Feynman Rules. The interactions between the 5D Q(x, y) fields and the 5D gluon 
fields A1,(x, y) are gi~n by: 
1rR 
- 9s J Q(x, y)rMT°'AM(x, y)Q(x, y)dy 
0 
00 
· = -g { qL(x)'yµT°qL(x)A:,o(x) + L [QL(x)'yµT°QL(x) + QilYµTaQjHx)] A:,0 (x) 
n=1 
00 
+ L [qL(x)'·ylLT°QL(x) + QL(x),'µT°qL(x)] A:,n(x) (96) 
n=l 
00 
· + ~ L [QL(x),'µT°QT(x)(b"l,lm-nl + b"l,m+n) 
n,m,l=l 
+ QR(x),'µT°QR(x)(b"l,lm-nl - b"t,m+n)] A:,£} , 
where g = g5 /v"iJi,. There are similar interactions involving the U and D fields. In 
terms of the q: and q~ fields (Eq. 22), the interactions are: 
.Cmt = -g{ q(x),'µT1q(x)A:,0 (x) + f [q!(x),'µraq:(x) + q~(x),'PT°t&(x)] A:,0 (x) 
n=1 
00 
+ L [<JL(x),'µraq:(x) + ifu(x),'µT°qL(x)] A:,n(x) 
n=l 
. 00 
+ L [<in(x),'µT°q~(x) + t&(x),µT°qn(x)] A~,n(x) (97) 
n=l 
+ }z f [....:.~(x),µ")'5T°q:i(x) + (fu(x),'µ")'5'.I'°q~(x)] A:,£6£,m+n 
n,m,l=l 
+ }z f [~(x),'µraq:i(x) + t&(x),'µT°q~(x)] A:,£ b"t,lm-nl}. 
n,m,l=l 
The relative coupling strengths are summarized in Fig. 2. 
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